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?uaEST NORWnEiAN 00D-4tVER tt+

Du BuscH, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, saysthe very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes.,,
ABBOTS SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It lu moreeasily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other kînds ofoil are."
Da. RUDDocKs, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: " We are glad to be able tophatic recommendation to so pure a preparation.,,gveor m
J. MARION Sims, M. D., New York, says: "'I have prescribed it almost daily ad hav vrreason to be perfectly satisfied with it.,,y n av vr
DR. L. A. SAYRR, New YIork, says: "'Moller, of Christiania preprsa Oil he apfectly pure, and in every respect all that can bie wished.' prsa hc spr
N. B. SANDS, M.D., New York, says: "*It is remarkably free from impurities.'

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

FIRST PBIE IFOR ARTIFIGIAL LIERS
AND

SUJRGICAL PPIACE
JPPARATUS of every decito aeto order, for Paralysis, Hlip-A oint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &o._,a i / 41, «0' jiJAMES AUTHORS,Il 16 King Street East, Toronto.

n e l TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, andexcellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufactured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. England.

DR REEVE BELMONT RETREAT, QUEBEC.
CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO This Institution opened in 1864 as a Private Ilospital forthe Insane has recently baen considerably enlarged, and nowfurnishes excellent accomodation for this class of patients..DISEASES 0F THlE EYE AND EAR A separate departnent is also furnished for Inebriates.Patients are admitted on the certificates of two medical

At the Tecumseh House, London, men.-Terms from $6.oo to $îo.oo per week quarterly int the T e umseh Bo fe, y L ndon . advance. For further information apply toOn the First Saturday of every month. i GWA H M, o V WKIAM•G. WAKEHAM, or W. WAKEHIAM,
Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto. P.O. box ro e . Resident Physictan.
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Willing & Williamson's New Medical Books.

ATTFIELD, JOHN.-Chemistry, General, Medical and Pharmaceutical, including the Chemistry of the
U. S. Pharmacopæia; 7th American, from the 6th English edition. 12no., pp. 668, Cloth $2.75.

BAIRTHOLOW, ROBERTS.-Practical Treatise on Materia Medica and Therapeutics. 8 vo., pp. 535 'Cloth $5.00.
BRISTOWE, JOHN SYER.-Treatise on the Practice and Theory of Medicine; Edited with Notes

and Additions, by James H. Hutchinson, M.D.; 8vo., pp. 1100. Cloth $5.50.
BROWN, J. H. BALFOUR.-The Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity; 2nd edition, with References to

Scotch and American Decisions, 8vo., pp. 713: Cloth, $5.00.
CARPENTER, WM. B.-Principles of Hurnan Physiology; a new American, from the Eighth Revised

and Enlarged English edition, with Notes and Additions by Francis G. Smith, M.D., 8vo.p
1083; Cloth $5.50.

DOBELL, HORACE-On Coughs, Consumption, and Diet, in Disease. Edited by D. G. Brinton
M.D., 8vo., pp. 222 ; Cloth $2.25.

FOX, TILBURY.-Epitome of Skin Diseases, with Formulæ for Students and Practitioners; 12mo.,pp. 120. Cloth $1.00.
FREY, HEINRICH.-Compendiun of Histology. Twenty-four Lectures, translated from the German

by George R. Cutter, M.D. Illustrated by 208 Engravings on Wood. 8vo., pp. 224; $3.25.
GROSS, SAMUEL D.-A Practical Treatise on the Diseases, Injuries and Malformations of theUrinary Bladder, the Prostrate Gland, and the Urethra, by S. D. Gross, M.D. Third edition

thoroughly revised by S. W. Gross, M.D., with 170 Illustrations; 8vo., pp. 574. Cloth $4.50
HUXLEY, T. H. AND MARTIN, H. N.-A Course of Practical Instruction in Elementary Biology

12 mo., pp. 244. $1.80.
FOSTER, M. AND LANGLEY, J. N.-A course of Elementary Practical Physiology; 12m(,, pp. 244,$1.80.
MEADOWS, ALFRED.-A Manual of Obstetrics, from the third London Edition, revised and en-

largedi; 8vo., pp. 484, Cloth $3.25.
NAPHEYS, GEO. H.-Modern Therapeutics. A c)mnpendium of recent Formule, Approved Treatý

ment, and Specific Methods il, Medicine and Surgery, with an Appendix on Hypodermic Medica-
tion, Inhalation, Æ,ration, and other Remedial Agents and Therapeutic Methods of Recent
Introduction ; 4th edition, 8vo., pp 609, Cloth $4.00.

ROSENBERG, EMIL.-The Use of the Spectroscope in its application to Scientific and Practical
Medicine. Illustrated, 8 vo., Cloth $1.25.

RICHARDSON, B. W.-The Diseases of Modem Life, and the Science of their Prevention, cr. 8vo.
pp. 520. $2.00.

HAMMOND, WM. A.-Spiritualism, and Allied Causes and Conditions of Nervous Derangement.
Illustrated, cr. 8vo., pp. 366, $2.25.

BEARD, G. M. AND ROCKWELL, A. D.-Practical Treatise on the Medical and Surgical Uses of
Electricity, including Localized and General Faradization; Localized and Central Galvanization;
Electrolysis and Galvano Cautery. New edition, revised, enlarged, and mostly re-written, with nearly
200 Illustrations; 8vo., pp. 794; Cloth $6.25, Sheep $7.25.

BIDDLE, JOHN B.-Materia Medica, for the Use of Students; 6th edition, revised and enlarged,
with Illustrations; 8vo., pp. 435, Cloth $.00.

DACOSTA, J. M. -Medical Diagnosis, with special reference to Practical Medicine, Illustrated; 4th
edition, 8vo., pp. 835, Cloth $6.00.

DALTON, J. C.-Treatise on Human Physiology; 6th edition, Svo., pp. 825 ; Cloth $5.50, Sheep $6.50.
FLINT, AUSTIN, JR.-Text Book of Human Physiology; 8vo., Cloth $6.00, Sheep $7.00.
KUSS.-Course of Lectures on Physiology; Illustrated, 12mo., pp. 520; $2.70.
ROBERT'S Student's Guide to the Practice of Midwifery ; Cloth $2.25.
TANNER, THOMAS HAWKES.-Menoranda of Poisons; 32no., pp. 155, Cloth 7 5cts.
TYNDALL, JOHN.-Fragnents of Science; 5th edition, revised and greatly enlarged ; Cr. 8vo., pp.

589; $2.50.
MAILED POSTAGE FREE TO ALL PARTS OF CANADA.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON,
Medical and General Booksellers,

12 King St. East Toronto.
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
APPARATt SES FOR

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anæsthesia, &c.B Y the tomizer, any medicated liquid may be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the smaliestair-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fg. 15).
It consists of the sphere-shaped bra8s boiler A, steai outIet tube B, with packing box C,

]D f ormed to receive rubber packing through which the atomizing tube D passes, steamu tightE and hy means of which tubes, of various sizes, may be tightly held against any force of steamn,by screwing (town the cover while the packing is warm ; the safety-valve E, capable of gradua-tion high or low pressure by the spring or screw in its top, the non-conducting handle, bywhich the boiler may be lifted while hot, the medicament cup and cup-holder G, the supportK, iron base I I, the glass face-shield J, with oval nouth-piece connected by the elastic bandwith the cradle L, whose slotted staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand M M, where iti ay be fixed at any height or angle required by the milled screw N.H thatewastecup medicamett cup andlampare held in their places in such a mannero ey cannot fait out when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or otherwise.
a All its joints are bard soldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion of water, orany attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, to frighten orsoald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixth cubic footonly, can be carried fromt place to place without removing the atomizing tube or theI water, can be unpacked and repacked witbout loss of time. Will render the best ofz service for many years, and la chesp lu the best sense of the word. Price $6; brasaFig. The complete Steam Atomizer. parts, nickel piated, additiona, $2.50. Neatly made, atrong black wainut box, wîthconvenient handie, additional $2.50.

B__ The moat desirabie baud apparatus. Rubber warranted of very bestA qualîty. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat and workperfect y in all positions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubes made byus for Local AnSsthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extraction and In-Chalation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplied with twocarefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied with di-actions for use.
E CODMAN £ SNU,, D Every steam Apparatus is tested with steam. atvery high pressure. Eachapparatus la carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perfect. AlsoHAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5. without shield) with two glassFi. 5tubes . . ... ..... .. ... ... ..$3 50THE BOSTON ATOMÎZ.R ith two glass tmizing tubes . 2 505. Shurtleff's Atomizing Apparatus. TREMONT 

•4 I. 200Pat. March 24, 1868. GLASS ATOM IZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warranted_perfet .......... 
2PERFUME ATOMIZER, nickel plated, for oilet use 5SILVER SPRAY "l 41 . . 50NICKEL PLATED TUBES, for Local Aniesthesia and i'Ínaat·on········...... 1. 50RHIGOLENE, for Local Anæesthesia, best quality, packed · · ·· ·· ·.... to.2 00NASAL DOUCHE, for creating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eigt different varietie, aach twi to nozzlas packd $1120,N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sent with the order either i f of draft, $1.50, 2.00, 2.50 and 3 50letter. Pl For complete iLlustrated price-list of Apparatus, Tubes, C. e pamphlet d a t-office order, or registeredWit end by mail pot-paid), on application, a pamphlet cotaining two articles, by distinguished foreign authority, on

"Inhalation of Atomizoà Liquida," witb lormulo f those successfully employad. Also, an article b y Dr. L. WV. Thudichutu. M.R.C.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," withmhis formule. Aso an illustrat d description of the btApparatu for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anoesthesia by Atomization of Rhigollue.
Instruments made to order. Sharpanad, Polisbad, and Repaircd.An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgicai and Atomizi g Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFFMakers and Importers of Surgical and Dental Instruments.13 and 15 TREMONT STILEET, BOSTON.H. J. ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also the Pamphlet mentioned.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
(Patented Oct. 1870.)

Tbe attention of the Medical Profession la called to the great value ùf MRs. PEARsON's Abdominal Supporter in thetreatment of Uterine complaints. It la especiaily adapted to the treatment of partial procidentia uteri, ante or retrover-sion, and in Leucorrhoea, depending on these defects; by removing the cause it quickly cures the diacharge. It la also ofgreat service in a lax or pendulous state of the abdomen and during pregnincy, by giving the much needed support.A perineal pad can be attached to the supporter when required. g
The undersigned, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its excellence andEffioiedcy ME

E, M. hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S, E.; Toronto. H. Blackstock, M.D., Hillsdale.N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., EU. Toronto. J. Wilkinson, M.D., Woodbridge.Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catbarines. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.Dr. Rowa d (M.D., Edin.); Quebe. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. 11. H. WVright, M.D., Toronto.J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton,
Dr. Henry J. Ridley, Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamnlton.
M. Lavell, M.D., Kingston. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Catbaries.

Price $7 toj1O. Please send measurement around largest part of odips. M S Ctr
MRs PEARaON also manufactures an UMBILICAL PAD or support of the greatest value lu tbatreatmentof cases cfTlmbilical Hernia; also SHOULDER BRACES of the most moder and approved styles.

MRS. J. E. PEARSON. 316, Adelaide St. West, Toronto.
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* * * *Sugar-Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remington's Êper
read before American Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & COS

.L.
PHOSPHORUS lu an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervous

System, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF MWEIMIORY, IMPOTENCY, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, LOSS OF

NERVE POWER, PUTHISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.

The Pilularform has been deemed the moat d sirable for the administration of Phosphorua. It le in a perfect state
of subdivision, as it l incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguished by oxidation.

This method qf preparing Phosphorus has been discovered and brought go PERFECTION by us, and Is thus presented in
its elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which have so long militated against the use of this potent and
valuable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under all circumstences the admin-
istration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used..

Its use in the above named complainte le supported by no legs authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, of
Berlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dublin Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatment
indicated in these cases is-lst. Complete rest of the mind, e3pecially abstention from all occupations resembling
that upon which the mind has been overworked. 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itself
painful, which the patient might select; Srd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases incor-
rect impressions, putting only those objecte before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very nourishing
diet, especially of shell-sb. 5th. The inernal administration of Phosphorus in Pilularfirrm, prepared by WILLIAM
R' WARNER j- CO.

arPILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICE8.-M

Phosphori, 1-100 gr, in each
Phospheri, 1-50 " "
Phosphori, 1-25 '. "
Phosphori, Comp.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicâe, i gr.
Phosphori, et Nucis Vomicm,
Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. VomicS, j gr.
Phorphori, et Ferri, et Nuc. Vom.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinio,
Phosphorus, 1-.00 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc, Vom. et Quine,
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext. Nue. Vom., 1-8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Price per 100.
. . . . $100

. . . . 1 00
. . . 1 00

. . . . 2 00

. . . 2 00

Ext. Nuc. Vom., J gr.

Quinia Sulph., 2 gr.

2 00

2 90

2 90

Treatise on "PHOSPHO3US; Its claims a a Theraputic Agent,"

Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing Chemists,
No. 1228 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for sale by

ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

Toatouro, CANADA.

Ce% C&qm b*lý &e% qrtý çyqm &;ý1L
LA a il La M.-én ff 3 a
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Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co. HORATIO G. KERNP
LA CTO-PHOSPBA TES. 

MANUYACTURER OP

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS. SURGICAL AND DENTAL
Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya, INSTRUMENTS, &C.,

A Ciemical Food and Nutritive Tonic. Established 1887.
I subscriber would asain remind the Medical and Dental Pro-

7 J7ll1 elegant preparation combines witb a sound Sherry Tf 1 essior> that he stili continues Wo manufacture is celebrated
Wine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor- Instruments in ail the varions branches.dial, 2 gra. Laceto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Pable ae Assiduous attention to the details of the business, whih an experi-of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloids of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini- ence of thirty-five years has afordedf has enabled him to make manydine, Chinch onine, and fifteen dropa offree Phosphoric Acid to improvements in hiseach ha f o-nce. 

aUnrivalled Extracting Forceps,In cases convalescing from adynamie fevers, in ail condi--tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi- Both as regards their qùality and adaption to te purposes for wicbt o, in nervous prostration from mental and physical they are intended, a desideratuin wicb will be appreciated by i
eetion dispatn or badd hats in oblorotic or anoica wisbing W purchase Instruments, that are reliable andof long and well

exerion disipaionor bd hbit, inchlrote oransmIcestablisbed 
reputation.

women, and in the strumous diathesis in adulte and children, ]PRIZE MEDAL AW'ARDED TO-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it* May be taken for a protracted period without beooming HORATIO G. KERNrepugnant to the patient. in OR TI G7K RWhen Strychnine a indicated the officinal solution of the INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1@76.
Pharmacopoeia may be added, each fluid draclam niaking the Ail the Latest limprovements and novelties.64tb of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable All the Latest Iprovmnsa N etes.combination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches. Al orders entrusted toThis compound is prepared with great care, and wili be main- to.tained of standardi p un ty an d strength. Prepared by AM Catalogues furnished on application.T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C. hdAon G.liatonSOL» B Y ALL DR UGO 1878. Oct. 1873. No. 21 North Sixth st. Philad. i.

Electro-Medical Instruments GEORGE TIEMANN & Coand Batteries. lAS T
FLEM MINC & TALB O=,

No. 814 FILBERT 8TREET,.PHILA DEL PHIA.
H AVING largely increased our manufacturing facilities,thewe are now prepared to furnish the finest work, withthe latest improvements, on reasonable terms.

Portable Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, withcomplete applying apparatus. and Electrodes and Conduc-tors, in all their varieties, constantly on hand.
Contracts made for the erection of permanent batteries inhospitals, colleges, and private offices.
A full supply of Electro-Medical Books always in store.communications by mail promptly attended to. Send forca!alo£ue.

OPENING FOR A PHYSICIAN
A Physician who bas a well established practice ina thrlving VIlaIn westen Ontario, wishes to dispose of his residence and good will ofpractice. ll1ldid Country surrounding. This is a good opening fora thoroughly reliable man. ,For the addresn apply Wo the Editor ofthe CANADA LANCET, TORONTO.

$3000 A YEAR.
A Medical Man mishes to dispose of his property and good ul ofractice, worth 33000 a s e roperty consists of a good dweill-FI house, outbuildings, &c., and will be sold at a reasonable priThe Village la surrounded by an excellent farming district. No oppo-sition, ror adesa apply Wo IlLancet Office," Toronto.

M STREET, NEW YORK.67 CHATHA

M ANU 
ACT

SSurgical

URERS AND IMPORTERS oF

nslruments,
2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili. 1875.

2 Silver Medals and I Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

Our Catalogue, numbering 462 pages and containing
1575 engravings, gandsomely bound in coth cen beobtained for cost of binding, 75 cents ; postage 22'cents.

ESTABLtRaED 1826. BD. PEARC E

REcEIVED
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BoSTON MASS.

Ninety--Fourth Annual Ainnounicement, 1877-78.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE :

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LLD., President. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy
CALVIN ELLIS'M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. and Instructor in Surgery.

JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. FREDERLO I. KNIGHT, M D., Instructor in Percussion,
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Prof. of Anatomy. Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.

HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. .J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.

JOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. REGINALD H. FITZ, MD., Assistant Professor of Patho-

JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics. logioal Anatomy.
FRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics.

and Practice of Medicine, THOMAS DWIGHT, Ja., M.D., Instructar in tology.

HENRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., ProfessorofChemistry.
DAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of

JAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. Anatomy.
ROBERT T. EDES. M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica. WILLIAM H. BAKER, MD., Instructor in Gynoecology.
HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D.. AssisCt. Prof. of Physiology. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor Chemistry.

Other Instructorst

GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor l. Materia Medica.

FRANK W. DRAPER, M.D.M Lecturer on Hygiene.

THE FOLLOWING GENTL.MEN GIVE SPECIAL CLINICPL INSToUCTION

FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, MD., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., in Syphilis.

JOHN O. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., Iu Otology.

CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D.. WO Diseases of Children

SAMUEL G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNH, MD., lu Diseases of the Nervous System:

WERSONS who hold no degree in arts or science must hereaftHr pass an examination for ad,ision to this School in Latin

in the element of Physics, and in English. French or German will be accepted instead of Latin. The admission e-

amination will be held June 28th both at Boston and Cincinnati; onSept. 27th at Boston only. Instruction is given by lecture.,

recitations, clinical teaching and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. The year '-egins Sept. 27,
EO877, and ends on the last Wednesday in June, 1878; it is dividd into two equal terms, either of which is more than equiva-

lent to the former lé Winter Session," as regards the amount and character of the instruction. The course of instruction bas

been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and Ias been so arranged as to carry the student progressively and

Jystematically from one subject to another ln a just and natural order. n the subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry,

and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, or added to, the usual methods of instruction.

Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medimine, held at the end of the three

years' period of study; a eries of examinations on ail the main subjects of medical instruction as bee distributed through

the whole three years; and every candidate for the degree must pas a satisfactory examinationin every one of the princi-

pal dopartment of medical instruction during bis period of study.
DIVISION 0F STL

TDIES.
For the Firmt Year-Auatomy, Physiology aud General Chemistry.

For the Second Year -Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Aatony, Cli nical Medicinc, Surgery and

Clinical Surgery.
For the c oird Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory aud Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

Clinical Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students who began their

professional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing; but ail persons who apply for admission to the

second or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to which they seek

admission. Examinations are held in the following order s

At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.
P te second year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Auatomy.

third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory. and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and

Surgery.

Examinations are also held before the opeuing of the School, beginniug September 24th.

REQUIREMENTS FOR DE RE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must have studied medicine three

ful years, have spent at east one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and have pre-

sented a thesis.
COASE FOa GRDUTES.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional fo-oilities

for pursuing clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as May specially interest them, the Faculty hias

established a course which comprises the followiug branches :-PhysiolOgY, Medical Chemistry, Pathologial Anatomy,

Surgery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, OtolOgy, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyscho-

logical Medicine, Electro-therapeUtics, Gynaecology and Obstetrict. Single branches may be pursued, and on payment of

the ful fee, alo the privilege of attending any of the other exercises of the Medical School. the use of its laboratories and

library, and ail other rights accorded by the University will be granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who may

desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this University, will be admitted tt examination for this degree after a year's study

in the Graduates' Course. Examination ou entrance not required.

Fees.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduates,

Course, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120; and for single courses sucma fyesis are specified in the Catalogue.

Paymeuts inu advance.
Members of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and recitations in any other

department without paying additional fees.

For further information, or Catalogue, address DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
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Professor of Medical and Surgical Dis

Obstetrics.

GEORGE P. ANDREW
Professor of Principles and Practi

JAMES F. NOYES,
Professor of Ophthalmology and

ALBERT B. LYONS,
Professor of Chemistry and T

SSION OF 1877-78.

A rrY.
Preliminary and Regularflessions.
D., PresidentI THEODORE A. McGRAW, M.D., Treasurer,eases of Women and Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical

Surgery.
S, M.D. C. B. GILBERT, M.D.,
ce of Medicine. Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and Clinical Dis-*eases of Children.
M.D., N. W. WEBBER MaD
Aural Surgery. Professor of General and Descriptive Anatomy and Clinical

M DSurgery.
exi lg pLEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretaryexicoiogy. Professor of Physiology and Clinical Medicine.

Reoitation Session.
H. O. WALKER, M.D,,Lecturer on Genito-Urinary System and Rectum.

DANIEL LAFERTE, M.D.,(Demonstrator of Anatomy) and Lecturer on Orthopoedic
Surgery and Tumors.

J. G. JOHNSON, M.D.,Lecturer on Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System.
DAVID INGLIS, M.D.,Lecturer on Histology, Curator :>f Museum and Librarian.

J. H. CARSTENS, M.D.,
Lecturer on Differential Diagnosis.

E. L. SHURLY, M.D.,Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
F. A. SPALDING, M.D.,Lecturer on Diseases of the Skin.

C. C. YEMANS, M.D.,
Lecturer on Chemistry.

JAS. D. MUNSON, M.D.,Demonstrator of Practical Physiology.
E. A. CHAPOTON, M.D.,

Demonstrator of Practical Microscopy.The Collegiate year is divided into three sessions. 1
PRELIMINARY SESSION pens Wednesday, September th, 1877, and continues one month. The Clinics areheld and the Lectures delivered by the Professors ofthe regular Faculty, and in the same order and frequencyas during theWinter Ter. Opportunity is gwen to dissect or work in the Chemicai and PhysiologicaI Laboratores.The REGULAR SESSION opens rednesday, October 3d, 1877, and continues five months. During this term all

the branches of Gênera iledicine and Surgery, both scientifue andh practical, are taught with care and thoroughness. All
students are daily examined on the subjeats of the ]ectures and on their dissecting and laboratory work.Senior students have dail practice in the art of exanunjn atients, in forming their own diagnosis, prognosis and
treatment. As this is done uinder the direction of the prfesr holding each clinic, and in the presence of the class, it
constitutes an invaluable course of training.

The RECITATION SESSION begins second Wednesday in March, 1878, and continues four months. Daily dur-ing this term there wil be held a lecture, recitation, and one or two clinics. The lectures wiII be upon special subjects of
medical or surgical interest.

The recitations wil embrace the general subjects of the Regular Session viz., Anatomy, Surgery, Midwifery, Dis.
eases of Women, Physiology, Practice of Medicine, Materia Medica and Chemýistry.Though the Recitation and Preliminary Sessions are optional, it is hoped that all who can, will avail themselves of
their manilest advantages in suipl ernenting the regular Winter course.Three HospitalsHarper s, St. Mary's and St. Luke's-with two Ilarge free dispensaries, afford an abundance of
clinical materiai for 'ilustritive and practical teaching.Ail lectures are delierd on Hospital grounds. The peculiar'feature of this school is the intimate union between its
laboratory, clinicat and didoactic instruction.

FEES.-For Prelininary and Regular Sessions: Matriculation, $5. Hospital fees [good for one year], $io. Lectur
Fees, $40. Graduation, $25. Lecture fees to third course students, $25.For the Recitation Term the Lecture fees are $io, to those who attend the other courses. Ail others are required to
matriculate and take out the Hospital tickets.

Ae fes payable in advance to the Secretary.Board and Rooms can be obtained at low rates-according to[accommodationsfrom $3 to $5 per week. Announcement and Catalogue, r any other information which may be desired, can be promptly obtained by addressing

LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretary,
24 CASS STREET, DETROIT MICH.
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bRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE BA-
TIIURST AND RIDEAU MEDICAL AS-
SOCIATION, AT PEMBROKE.

A. GRANT, M.D., F.R.C.S., EDIN., ETC.. OTTAWA.

1atlean en :--Time is ever onward and progres-eand in its march intellectual development and
laselltifi resuits have not fallen short during theCog hatlyar. To-day it is my pleasing duty tothe atlase the members of this Association on

tageased interest taken in our annuali gather-

eeat nd also to mark in a fitting manner, the
t kinidness of our Pembroke brethren, for the

lficent entertainment extended to all, whose

lekute osand good fortune it is, to have been pre-
tel to auspicious an occasion. Such re-unions

to cemnent us together in the bonds of profes-

dit brotherhood, and strengthen those ties which
t,710ry has handed down, from century to cen-
ne buring the past few months our friend and.

been Warin associate, Dr. Beaubien of Ottawa, has
0f a cebered with the dead. For over a quarter
Physica ry he filled the important position of

aIcia to the General Hospital, and in both the
ir al edicine and Surgery, has made a

stitutioe creditable to his name and that noble
hy hi With which he was so closely identified.

tabl 3 death the public has lost a warm and chari-
alie totl, and in the profession a blank exists
Ca the Anglo-saxon and the French element.
befitd SICe its germinal stage of growth, has be-

glis by the well-timed co-operation of the
here and Prench speaking population, and no

1:1edi.reso, than in the building up of our

Sthses eInstitutions." The blending and fusion
s tat ernents of national greatness, has given

Crob t Patriotic, zealous, and scientific out-
,0y don.o ou. rvlg to enjoy. Thus in our8tr* gthe "On, scientific investigation itself tends toel and consolidate the very fabric that
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cements us together as a homogeneous people.
Not alone in Canada, but in England and Europe
has death lessened our ranks, some of our most
distinguished men having passed away. First
among these must be named the honored veteran
of clinical teaching, M. Andral, who died at the
age of 78. Also Pitha of Vienna; Steiner of
Prague; Traube of Berlin; Chelius of Heidelberg;
also Ehrenberg and Stromeyer. In London, no
ordinary blank is felt by the death of Sir Wm·
Ferguson, a name recognized as a household word
in Canada. Letheby, Wilde, Burrows, Inman,
Gibb, Laycock, Parkes, Begbie, Campbell de
Morgan, and more recently, Our much esteemed
American brother, Surgeon Bucke of New York,
so long identified with weight and pulley extension
in thigh fractures. The death list is far more
varied and extensive. The duty of the departed
dead was well performed, and the record, an im-
perishable monument in the scroll of fame.

SURGERY.

In the domain of surgery, Dr. Marion Sims, for
the first time on this continent, used Lister's anti-
septic precautions in ovariotomy. The patient
was 47 years of age, and the Operation lasted forty
minutes. The case terminated most favorably, and
Dr. Sims antitipates the same results in ovari-
otomy, as obtained in other surgical operations
where this method of dressing has been applied.
Professor Billroth of Vienna, is one of the most
renowned operators in Europe. How peculiar is
the combination of qualities of this great man.
He is a profound pathologist, an accurate anato-
mist, a bold and ready operator, great conversa-
tional power as a lecturer, an accomplished ling-
uist, an admirable black board delineator. He is
said to possess the strength and endurance of a
blacksmith on the one hand, and a distinguished
reputation as a composer and pianist on the other.
In operations all his apparatus is after Lister. Car-
bolised guage, carbolised oil silk, carbolised caout-
chouc, salicylic charpie, salicylic jute, and all the
ligatures carbolised catgut, fine silk and fine flax,
the two latter saturated in a carbôlised solution.
Also the instruments used laid out in a carbolised
solution, (strength 3 per cent.) contained in shallow
porcelain trays. Professor Billroth closes or co-
apts his wounds well and uses drainage tubes
freely. Thus we observe Lister's dressing gaining
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ground in some of the principal seats of scientific cancer. The examination, was made in the 0investigation. In a previous paper I adverted case, five months after inoculation, and in tWsomewhat fÙlly to the investigations of Professor second, six weeks afterwards.Tyndall at the Royal Society. In January last a The data on this point, although not sufficientifsecond series of experiments made by Tyndall, conclusive, (from want of more extended obsertconfirmed his previous stateents. Such experi- tion>, are certainly of a most novel character,ments require great skill, time, and matured if on further investigation, a substantial basis is opthought in their elucidation, and our profession rived at, surgeons generally will use much greatdowes much to the practical pursuits of such men as precaution in all operations of cancerous character•Tyndall. tending greatly to confirm the advanced In a previous address I noted a few point, 0principles of surgical antiseptic dressings. I shall to the means of controlling hemorrhageD
now advert briefly to the subject of I Pisceral " Esmarch's Bandage." The main utility ofSyphilis," which has recently called forth consid- bandage is in cases of excision; of operatiO 5 0
erable remark. Dr. Gee (Jany 20, '77) communi- bones ; and of removal of tumours, chiefly o
cated a paper to the Royal Med. and Chirurgical deep seated character, cases in all of which it i5Society on this subject. The conclusions arrived vital importance that the tissues may be seeDat, are, that in half the cases of early congenital clearly as possible. Mr. Holmes having notesyphilis, there was palpable enlargement of the fully 5oo hundred cases, concludes : " Thespleen, and that in one-fourth the enlargement was advantages which have been attributed to the
considerabe. "The degree of splenic enlargement of this apparatus, I have never seen. I have ais taken as an index of the cachexia. Out Of 28 met with recurrent hoemnorrhage afterwards, a0ôcases, under twelve months old it was found in 22. this I attribute to the free exposure of wo
0f this peculiar enlargement, little is so far known. to cold till all tendency to hæmorrhage is o
Dr. Barlow had one post-mortem and -the enlarge- Nor have we ever seen the least tendelCY to
ment was simple with hardness,' neither amyloid gangrene. The idea that Pus may be diffýcnor gummatous change." The next point of mark- over' the cellular spaces' of the limb by the peedinterest in syphilis, is the existenceof"giant.cells sure is, I think, wholly theoretical. I have noDr. Paul Baumgarten of the Pathological Institute but good to report of Esmarch's plan, though 1 doKonigsberg, describes the presence of " giant- ot think amputations are the operatoug h
cells " in syphilomata. These cells have been con- adapted to display an its advantages."sidered the specific histological criterion of tubercle. Times and Gazette, Jan. 6th, 1877.) In
They are said to occur in a number of other hospital and private practice in and about
growths. In one case, Dr. Baumgarten states, a the experience tends to confirm the adflrasbdiagnosis of syphilis was almost withdrawn, because opinion of this distinguished surgeon, no U
of the presence of these giant-cells in a cerebral able resuts having thus far been recorded.
neoplasm, though the cinical history, and the ale rest IN TH far be orde
post-mortem appearances, pointed most definitely RARITY F STONE IN THE BLADDER INto syphilis. Various other syphilitic growths ex- It is a well attested fact, that cases Of stoeamined most carefully, presented these giant-cells. the bladder are of rare occurrence in this seCtOn this subject we may anticipate much careful of country. During a period of twentyexamination and the elucidation of many points of years, those noted are as follows : Protestant
great interest both as to syphilis and tubercle. pital, 3 ; Catholic Hospital, 2 ; Private PractWhile discussing cancer cells, I will just advert 4 cases. These cases were chiefly the resUtto the recent interesting experiment of Dr. Now- local disorders. In this respect the OttaWa ceinsky, of St. etersburg. He has announced two try corresponds with Finland, there being a fosuccessful cases, in which a small piece of medul- absence of any endemic cause for the Prod t
lary cancer, taken from the nose of one dog and of this disease. Dr. Estlander, of Finlan dimplanted on a healthy wound on the back of sidering the etiology of stone, recognized jeanother dog, produced nodules, at the seat of inocu- groups : " the one in which there is 11 tolation, whose structure resembled that of primary order of the urinary organs, the stone see



beTE CANADA LANCET. 319he W tef constitutional origin, and the other in which Dr. Hamilton expressed his opinion, as againstn ti' itw talcuus clearly depends on local disorder. the use of Plaster or Paris bandages in fractures-Il the first we have usually associated endemic of the leg. After extensive observation re as core
iceridi' eCauses with the second local disorders, such as to the conclusion that this form of bandage soon

erations of the kidney and the varous circum- relaxes its hold on the leg, or the reduction of thes, bde Which prevent imey evacuation of the limb, soon leaves an interspace between the firm
isatd lreci It is doubtless difficult to define the casing of the bandage into hich tewente fargretd eise origin of calculus disease, still I am of be placed, and the concealed action, thus given tot tawa coun the marked absence of it, in the the fractured limb, might result more unfavourablyi nt 04 DI Or"roufr is chiefly owing to the great purity than anticipated. The subject of fracture ofge t an dater, filtered through our extensive Lauren- the femur, and shortening taking place as theof tO .t and Silurian bases, and in addition the usual result, notwithstanding the requisite care andyof f tlicY conditions of hpeope, and the congenial all the modern appliances, was discussed at length
.t isa he recen mting of tese regions generally. in the Surgical section. Dr. Scott, of the Montrealeo Trhcaicent meeting of the American Medical General Hospital, published in the Medical Chron-t ation vas one of considerable interest, and idle of Montrealy Vol.I 1Cia ely attended from all States of the Ameri- teen cases of fractures, all of which recovered with-e d Ca" Uniony the representatives of the various out any shortening. Of these 3 were of the
le hedIca associations. The chief points of interest, clavicle ; 7 femur ; 8 tibia; i fibula, and iae the various topics of discussion, were concern- condyle of humerus. In surgical science as in9 0J eatna tion of the uterus; plaster of paris other departments of thought a degree of uncer-olil andages in fractures of the leg; shortening in tainty exists. Hamilton in his admirable work ono aCture f the thigh and caries of the spine, fractures and dislocations cites tie opinions ofto beated by extension and the plaster of paris many of our great authors and the conclusion

dseage. Extirpation of the uterus for fibro-cystic arrived at in the aggregate is " that broken femursbor d 'S an operation which has engaged the at- do, in their experience, rarely unite, without moredn both sur profession during the past few years. or less shortening." This opinion has been ar-b een Sides of the Atlantic, this operation has rived at from the different plans of treatmentb anchetaken with varied success. Clay, of adopted and in the hands of world renowned sur-bur. ester; Storer, of Boston ; Keberle, of Stras- geons. The discussion at the American Association
ta ork -s and Bryant, of London; Sims, of was vigourous and somewhat diversified and in the-rth Trenholme, of Montreal, and Dr. conclusion, a resolution was adopted confirming

tose ' 0 Lowell, U. S., number chiefly among the expressed opinion. In 30 cases which camePe have performed the operation. The under ny treatment, in hospital and private prac-tion d Kimball, presented to the Associa- tice, I have remarked no after shortening, except in, etailed thirteen cases of extirpation of the two, when owing to the great power of the thighS ropo Six Of which were successful. In the great muscles and obliquity of these fractures, I foundrtio dian fi the cases, he had been mistaken as great difficulty in keeping the parts in position. Isa st is exc Such, however, is not remarkable, should not wish to express an opinion contrary tor e iethe eeedingly difficult, by manipulation to Hamilton who states, " that the average shortening
tice ost three ouat extent of uterine disease. Bryant in simple fractures, where the best appliances andt oth0 f Which of four; Sims had but two cases, the utmost skill have, been employed is aboutC, af such died. Trenholme, two-one recov- three-quarters of an inc." In our courts of

rateId. O is the varied record of all who have law such conclusive evidence is certainly worthy00 ace, n whn this subject a lively discussion took of timely consideration.
SQt¡ which Sims, White, of Buffalo, Peaslee IN THE OTTAWA DISTRICT.

rived ball entered vigorously. The conclusion
should t, was, that this formidable operation In 186o-61 Ottawa city.and surrounding coun-to are Y be undertaken when the tumour has try were visited with an epidemic of diphtheria of are der .hatch dimensions as to threaten life or severe form.attended by an unusual degree of mor-eWt remains miserable.
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tality, notwithstanding the varied treatment then until such time as the urgent symptoms graduaill
adopted. In the open country districts, where subsided. In addition to gargling the throat fre
there was an ample supply of fresh water, good quently to remove irritating secretions, I applid
diet, and every degree of care and attention that once each day-simple tinct. iodine with a swalæ
could possibly be bestowed. the cases were of the brush, to the tonsils, pharynx, and other portiO"i
most virulent character and in many instances of muc. memb., as necessity required. When the
death ensued suddenly. During the months of 'glands becanie much enlarged, I applied externalil
August, September and October the greatest mor- sponges saturated in warm water, covered OVer
tality was observed. From 186o to 1877 occasion- with oil silk, and changed frequently, consideri¤%
al cases of a much modified character have been ob- such far preferable to poultices. Beef-tea, chicko
served, the tonsils moderately enlarged and pre- broth and milk diet, were administered freely. 10
senting rather a punctiform, closely attached exu- those cases where the nasal muc. memb. becallie
dation, and just in proyortion to the continuous affected, free injections of warm water were recOe
character of the exudation, or membrane, I ob- mended. The system adopted by Trousseau,
served the constitutional symptoms most marked. destroying by caustics, the false memb. as soon $
These cases I classed rather as peudo-dr.htherific it appeared in the pharynx or tonsils, I have entire'1
being destitute of most of the true characteristics of avoided for many years past, considering such,
genuine diphtheria. During the latter part of 1876 dangerous system of practice. As the local 1a0i
and January, 1877, I attended fully twenty-five festations lessenedin intensity, glycerine withtannill'
cases, many of which were of an aggravated char- also mel. boracis, were found to answer every Pur-
acter and having well-defined constitutional symp- pose. Under this plan of treatment in f1l>'1
toms. Begbie, of Edinburgh, in his instructive twenty-five cases, I have not had a single death,
essay on " Diphtheria and its sequels," stated his although during the epidemic of 186o-61 I eaPer
unbiased opinion that we have no specifc renedy ienced a considerable degree of fatality, notwi-
for diphtheria, the disease and its sequels must be standing all the care and attention I was enable
treated on the general principles which regulate our to devote to this disease.
practice in fever, in inflammation, and in nervous Beyond regulating the bowels, the usual medicine
disorders of asthenic character. To enter upon administered were Liq. Ammon. Acet. and Chlorate
the treatment of this disease, now so well known to of Potass. mixture as required, Once the diseat
every educated physician is not my present object, subsided, the system was built up by tonics, a
but merely to state a few particulars which I have dietetics, bringing about a change of air and scelle
found exceedingly efficacious in the management as soon as circumstances would pernmit. Paget
of those cases which came under notice in the re- his surgical lectures has well expressed, that I
cent epidemic. dlesome surgery is the worst surgery, and certalllll

Believing as I do most implicitly that diphtheria to no disease, would this well timed aphorism l
is a constitutional disease, with a throat difficulty; correctly apply than to diphtheria, in which
having the same relation to it, as the throat affec- dlesome practice is the worst of all practice.
tion of scarlet fever, has to scarlet fever, I invaria- we admit the comparative powerlessness Of tbe
bly within the past epidemic directed particular medical art to prolong life in these terrible diseas"
attention to the function of the greatest eliminating we are not regardless of its value generallY. 0
membrane, the skin. I at once placed the pa- Sir John Forbes has ably written, that ' t
tient under treatment, in a mustard bath, for five mitting attention to these seemingly smaller
or ten minutes, according to circumstances, and ters, and the adminstration of remedies rathe O
when removed, wrapped in flannel blankets for a auxiliaries towards cure, will bring about resUlts
time, and in a room (63° F.) avoiding currents of an infinitely more satisfactory character than
air, but having free ventilation and moistened ever await the efforts of the physician who dis
atmosphere, by the escape of steam from a suitable to take so humble a ground of action, but Pe0
pan on the stove. Should the throat difficulty not in seeking to vindicate for himself and for eis
4essen on the second day, I repeated the bath the heroic character of a controller of nature 91
and afterwards used merely a foot bath, each night, j conqueror of disease."
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CASE OF INTUSSUSCEPTION.

BY J. P. BROWN, M.B., GALT.

0 ev the 6th of September, 1876, I was callec
'9eral Miles in the country to see Thomas S-

abo9 Years I found him suffering from severe
¡omius afte pain. This had existed since the pre-

V'0d1octernoon, and was accompanied by nausea
eostOccasional vomiting. The bowels had been

edlltipated for the previous two days. Opening
r4edicine had been administered, but rejected im-bedw ty by the stomach. The pam was situated

eloW the umbilicus, and extended to the upper
tar of the right inguinal region. The parts wereelider to the touch and somewhat tympanitic;pulse 95 ; temp. 1oo°. He had retained nothingola the etm

e stomach for the previous 24 hours. There
COnsiderable thirst, but cold water and all

Other fluids were vomited immediately. ThePatient coas naturally of a slight build and deli-
teconstitution.
I orderedaged o an enema, to be given as soon as a

thge could be procured ; a mustard plaster to
to abdomen, to be followed up by light hottkoletations, and minute doses of Morph. sulph.Se with bismuth.

thou•* 7th, 9 a. m.-Patient had rested better,
lihtly with little sleep. Nausea and vomiting

also the abated. Tympanites somewhat greater,
1o enderness on pressure; pulse, 105; temp.
twjce rhe grandmother, an efficient nurse, had
t 'Jed the syringe, but had succeeded in get-
hittle veylittle fluid into the intestine, and that
ter. Itimediately expelled without fecal mat-

Cl bWas with the utmost difficulty that the boy
eb persuaded to bear fomentations, their

Were bng too oppressive. Turpentine stupes
'e n bituted. Former mixture continued pro

e . also Hyd. submur. gr. i every four hours;
7 y e repeated-

tro Pai No improvement; pulse, 110; temp.
to eePain relieved by the morphine mixture;
1es oerfe whatever from the enema; great tender-es Over agrated-
to the ri spot the size of a half-dollar, below and
thi ght of the umbilicus, and radiating from.
but as a centre. I used the syringe personally,
abd ut effect. Treatment to be continued;
nd e o be rubbed alternately with turpentine
re"t , as the lightest weight could not be
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Sept. 8th, 8 a. m.-Litte perceptible change;
tympanites somewhat greater. Suspended Hyd.
submur; ordered wine and juice of the orange.

5 p. m.-Dr. Richardson kindly saw the case
in consultation. He advised the passage of a No.
12 catheter, as far as possible, up the rectum, with
the view of relieving the
done, but the instrument
more than a few inches,
tained. The pulse at this
102°; matter vomited was
black. Patient lay on hi
drawn up. Dr. R. agreec

tympanites. This was
could not be inserted
and no relief was ob-

time was 125; temp.
small in quantity and

s back, with the knees
1 with me in diagnosis

and treatment, but recommended a slight modifi-
cation. He also sanctioned my proposal of for-
cible injection at my next visit, as the case was
becoming almost hopeless.

Sept. 9 th, 8 a. m -Patient, if anything, weaker,
more haggard, and had passed a very restless
night. Without delay I prepared an enema com-
posed of soap and warm water, lard, and oi of
turpentine, in all about, a quart. The patient was
placed on the left side with the knees drawn up.
With the utmost difficulty I succeeded in forcing the
fluid into the bowel, through an ordinary india-
rubber syringe, while the cries of the patient were
so piteous that the parents almost every moment
begged me to desist.

In the expelled fluid, to our joy, there were
traces of feculent matter, the first that had been
seen since the commencement of the attack. As
might be expected, the patient was very much
exhausted. Perfect rest and quiet were enjoined,
with small bits of ice to be sucked to allay thirst.
In the afternoonl I returned. The patient was
somewhat easier, so the morphine had not been
given. I administered another enema like the
previous one, adding a dessert-spoonful of brandy.
The difficulty encountered was as great as before ;
this time, however, the discharge amounted to
almost as much again as the enema, accompanied
with a large quantity of flatus. The feculent mat-
ter was finely divided, quite free from scybale, and
yellow in color.

Directions were given to administer another
enema if the bowels did not operate naturally
within six hours; all medicine was suspended,
and light diet in small quantities ordered. During
the night the bowels operated twice, quite freely.
nd on My visit on the morning of the 1oth the
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patient was convalescing. There was still a good left in his reach. Ipecac. wine had been givenfdeal of tendemness, but the tympanites had disap- lowed by haîf an ounce of castor oil. These 'epeared, likewise the nausea; and as i entered the produced a good deal of vomiting. I orderedroom the boy was asking for something to eat. some more castor oil and milk to be taken adThe patient made a good recovery, though ten libitum. A croupy cough had showed itself al'days elapsed before the soreness left the bowels. most immediately after the accident; and this col'The urinary organs remained unaffected through- tinued for 5 or 6 hours, accompanied by paroxyS105out the attack. On the 19 th of September, I of spasm of the glottis. At the end of this periodcalled as I was passing, but the boy was away on dyspnea became so great that tracheotomy "a pleasure excursion. demanded.

Seven weeks subsequently his father brought P.M. Operation--Chloroform was given, thehim to the office, as he was complaining of loss of trachea opened and a double silver canula intro'appetite and occasional pain in the abdomen. I duced. The operation gave much relief. Steaenprescribed a light tonic, with warmer clothing and was then ordered to be applied by means Ofnourishing diet. On November 26th I was again sponge wrung out of hot water. This treatlentsummoned. The boy had been eating very freely could only be carried out while the patient slePt,that day of ripe apples, and as a consequence was as at other times he would not allow it near hirn.seized suddenly with violent vomiting and purging, July 6.-Had a pretty comfortable night;and severe pain in th(! pit of the stomach. I pre- bowels moved freely several times. The tubescribed bismuth and chalk powder, with a sina- were left out this morning for 4 or 5 hours, btpism to the epigastric region, and warned the they had to be re-introduced after that interw.parents of the danger of a retum of the old The inner one had, of course, been frequentlydisease. removed during the night for the purpose of cleae'DOn my next visit my worst fears were realized. ing. A small moist feather was also used to re'The pain in the stomach had ceased, but had re- move mucus from the tubes and trachea.turned again in the right iliac fossa. The bowels July 7.-Breathing rather difficult during yest'had ceased to move, while the vomiting was of its day afternoon, but pretty comfortable during theold paroxysmal character. I immediately re- night. Considerable fever present at times. Tubesorted to the enema, but found it perfectly im- taken out again this morning.possible to inject more than a few spoonsful, and July 8.-A large plug of inspissated PUSdthat was passed without change. The patient lin- mucus was expelled to-day, apparently from PMered 36 hours, and died. of the air passages above the wound, andMy own theory is, that the vomitinu caus 1
ythe attack of choiera morbus had restored the in-

vagination, and that probably to a greater degree
than in the primary attack. Twenty hours beforethe boy's death, there was a dark spot of mortifica-.
tion visible, as it commenced to form over the seat
of the disease. I failed to obtain a post-mortem.

TWO CASES OF TRACHEOTOMY.

BY A. B. ATHERTON, M.D. L.RC P & S EDN

tien the patient has breathed much more easl'
and mainly through the mouth and nose. 'f bc
bowels have been rather loose for two days 1t0

withstanding the use of opiates and milk diet;

otherwise doing well.
July ro.-Respiration continues better; bOWo

more quiet ; tongue cleaning; pulse less frequen
appetite good.

July 12.-Bowels now normal. Wound h4g
under the scab. No dressing allowed by the

, . . . ., ., e ap e .
FREDERICTON, N. B. July I5.-Doing well. Wound nearly heal&

CASE I.-July 5, 1876. Called hastily to see a CASE II.-Sept. 24, 1876. Bessie M., etlittle boy, Robert C, 22 months old, who, half an months, was brought to me from a distance i'n. t7iour before, had swallowed from one to two country, with the following history. The patdrachms of creasote, which had been carelessly was as well as usual till two days ago, whenl,
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eawing at the core of a roasted apple, she was Oct. 23.-Reported doing well.
lzed with a severe fit of choking and vomiting. REMARKS.-I have, in the two instances aboveS1gce then the breathing has been steadily increas- reported (as also in several others) removed thebag i difficulty. At times the spasms were very canula from the windpipe very soon after the opera-bad, and the child was thought to be dying more tion, in order to get rid of the irritation producedtha Once on the road hither. Swallowing, pretty by such a body, and also to allow the respiration to0 ai this time. be established as soon as possible by the naturalr hen seen hy me there was marked stridulous channel. I think too, that in all cases, even when

0a n On sweeping the finger about the the operation is done for croup or diphtheria, it isOynx nothing was felt of a foreign body. better to remove the tube early, and though it
t trration.-Chloroform was administered and may have to be re-introduced in a few hours, thatte rob ea opened with relief to the breathing. interval of respite is of considerable benefit botht Probe and French bougie were passed up through for allaying local irritation and for the expulsion orthe Wound into the pharynx. This caused vomit- removal of false membrane or inspissated pus andner, but no foreign substance was distinctly felt. A mucus. I believe I have seen the lives of patientsor1er canula was put in the trachea, and steam considerably prolonged and sometimes saved, byOrdkred to be applied by reans of a hot sponge. allowing such opportunities for getting away a lump

S.reathin eaof dry pus and mucus which is apt to form at theSept. 25 Breathing easy; tube removed for 4 extremity of the outer tube, though the inner one
had then to be replaced. may be regularly removed and cleansed.Sept. 26 .-- Tube again removed.

Sept. 2 7.-As the wound contracted the breath-'8g became worse, and this morning I was obliged

co e-troduce the tube. Its re-introduction was To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.oMaratively easy, the track of the wound keep- SIR,-I send the following for free insertion inSquite well open. the LANCET. It cannot be too widely known:ept. 28--Tube removed.
Sept becameAcM ItiTuOt
th -30.- Breathing became very difficult again SPECIALTOES:the night; and thinking that there must be still EYE, EAR, SKIN, CHEST, WOMEN

k>. foreign body in the pharynx, notwithstanding UPPER WALTON ST., PORT HOPE, ONT.

chO bility to find it after several probings, I gave "And still the wonder grew,Mt again and extended my former incision That one small head could carry all he knew."
that part. By now letting the light from a Like Barnum's Show, the above card seems topro fa well into the wound I saw something have an " overshadowing comprehensiveness."

his 9g down into the passage from above. Yours,
ISt was grasped by a pair of forceps and removed. N. A. P.. enOval required some considerable force, show-

of thPretty firip impaction. It proved to be a piece $tft.
allyh e tull of the apple, which had laid longitudin-
and the b larynx, thus accounting for the probe ROTHELN.
failiiig to ugie passing up by the side of it, andfaln9to imipinge against its narrow edge. BY DR. POLLOCK, CHARING-CROSS HOSPITAL.

Oct. tube was again inserted in the trachea. The disease known as "i Rotheln,"ý or German
the for..-Doing favourably since the removal of measles, is perhaps sufficiently rare to make a well-

O Ign body. Tube removed this morning. marked outbreak of some interest. It occurred in
th 3--On closure of the wound with the a family in the N. W.'district of London, and noth-

% t .and fger, the patient breathes well per ing is known as to how the infection was origmally
naturales. introduced.

oct. 8 On the 7 th of April, one of the boys, aged
taken ho ~eWound gradually healing. May be twelve, came out in a rash about I I A. M., which

inme. had much increased by the evening. He had a
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warm bath, and was sent to bed. The next morn-
ing he was covered with a red papular rash looking
very like measles; the head, face, and neck were a
good deal swollen, and the glands in the neck en-
larged. There were symptoms of coryza, the eyes
were suffused, and the throat rather sore. The
rash was nearly gone the next day, and he was
soon well.

No other case occurred until the 22nd of April,
when one of the girls, aged fifteen, was found to
have a mottled-looking rash under the skin upon
getting up in the morning. After she was sent to
bed, the eruption appeared to come out in red
blotches, and then gradually spread all over the
body. There were just the same symptoms of
coryza in this case; the throat was sore, the tonsils
enlarged, and the head, face, neck, and cervical
glands a good deal swollen. She had violent head-
ache, and felt very ill for one day and night, after
which the symptoms subsided, she gradually be-
came better, and the rash faded away, but left a

Remarks.-In the more severe cases the syt1OP
toms and appearance of the disorder were W
marked, and it was readily recognised as "Gern80
measles. The period of incubation would sees
sometimes to be very long, as the first case occur-
red on the 7th April, and the next not until the
22nd. It may be assumed that the cases which
developcd on the 22nd, 24 th, and 25th, were the
result of contagion taken from the first case ; but

the last, which began on the 3oth, was probabIl
taken from one of the cases of the 22nd, as the
patient left home on the 24 th, and returned ill 01
3oth. Thus the period of incubation varied fror»
six or eight to fourteen or sixteen days. It may be
noticed that the disease was more severe in the
older, less severe in the younger, members of the
family.-The Lancet.

AMERICAN GYNÆCOLOGICAL SOCIETr

mottled appearance of the skin, which lasted for The American Gynæcological Society held iseveral days. second annual meeting in the hall of the BostO
On the evening of the 22nd, another daughter, Society for Natural History May 3oth, ost,

aged eleven, developed the same symptoms, but in june fst.
a much milder form, and was well again in a day The President, DR. FORDYcE BARKER, Call
or two. In this case there was no mottling of the the meeting to order.
skin left. STORERwelcomed the fellows to BoStrde

On the 24th of April another of the girls, aged and St e wcomed the fes t Bost
sixteen, began to show symptoms of the disorder, might be as successf l as the first had been. eehe
and passed through a very severe attack. She was meght be a uccer of tis h
not able to get up until the 29gth, when she still felt secretary read a number of invitations which
very week, and the face remained mottled for some been extended to the fellows of the society durlXÎ
time. their stay in Boston.

On the 25th another boy, aged nine, came out A paper was read by DR. JOHN BYRNE,

with the rash, and had a mild attack of the disease Brooklyn, on the Excision of the Cervix Uteri,
which left no mottling. Indications and Methods. The writer alluded tO

the three principal methods of treatment now gen'
On the 3 oth of April the eldest daughter, aged erally practiced, namely, the scissors or knife, the

nineteen, who had been absent from the house for écraseur, and the galvano-cautery. The latter W
six days, came home with a raised mottled rash by far the best method of operating, although.under the skin, and feeling very sick and ill. After dangerous hæmorrhage might ensue if the WIICgetting warn in bed the rash came out very freely were overheated and the parts in consequence Coeall over her; and the face was swollen, the eyes too rapidly. In all cases the stump should be
suffused, the glands in the neck enlarged, the pulse carefully examined, and any spot not thoroughl
1oo, and the temperature in the mouth 101 20, at charred should be touched with the wire heated to
5 p. m. The rash was papular and mottled, not only a dull red heat. He did not believe that aol
crescentic in arrangement, and looked in places marked narrowing of the cervix ever followed the
much under the skim, in other parts standing out use of the galvano-cautery. He especially reco0çboldly as red spots. The tonsils were red and mended an excision of the cervix in all cases
swollen; the tongue slightly coated with a brown hypertrophic elongation, or in cancer invOlvl 4
fur, its papillæ being enlarged and red as in scarlet only the cervix. erfever. At the end of a few days she was a good deal DR. GOODELL preferred the galvano-cauterf
better, and was allowed to get up on the 3rd May these cases, although he had seen fatal results fro
and lie on the sofa ; but the attack left her very its use. In one case a severe attack of perltoP1i
weak, and the face was much mottled for some followed the operation. In two cases a seconCr
time. hæmorrhage had proved fatal. He had never'

In all the severe cases some amount of "peel- any occlusion of the uterine canal follow the OPe
imn" took place about the lips and nose. The tion, although he had seen a marked occiU,
treatment employed was of the sinplest kind : rest after the use of nitric acid and even the simple y
in bed, light diet, and some saline mixture every troduction of a sponge-tent. He thought that
four hours.

324 THE CANADA LANCET.
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tha if the cold wire had however, this advan the society for discussionhad, however, adforvaicusseonthe advantage ofusingbt t better allowed the mucous membrane to be some of the implements and methods belonging toý'Ubequently brought over the amputated surface. gynæcology in the practice of obstetrics. He con-tach!ected to the use of the phrase cancerous sidered that with the use of the speculum the oper-s exca, and did not believe that such a condition ation of craniotomy could be performed in a mucht ncessarily a contra-indication to the opera- more skillful and surgical way, as the operator cou]dits Poreover, the fact that the uterus is fixed in be better able to see what he was doing, and wouldCanPosition does not necessarily prove that the be much less likely to injure the soft parts of theent tissue sease. has actually invaded the adja- mother, while at the same time the patient wouldtyrpthSe but it may be due to the fact that a be subjected to much less pain and inconveniencePathetà inflammation has arisen intheadjoining He now always, in craniotomy, used.Sims's specu-thet cervie had operated in one case of cancer of lumn, and took small pieces of the cranium awaylap cervix in which a period of three years had after having first perforated with a Brauns' trephine.Sed Without any return of the disease. When it was necessary, even the whole child mighttin fR DALTON then read a report of the examina- be taken away in pieces without any fear of injurye Of thirty-two sets of ovaries, examined with a to the mother. He also recommended its use inheof ascertaining the relations existing between those cases in which a dilatation of the cervicalIle corpora lutea of menstruation and those of canal is desired, and always applied Barne's dilatorsad a cr le considered that the corpus luteum in this way. In cases of prolapse of the cord, anda very close connection with the process of indeed in most cases of obstetric operations heaximu ion. He had found that it attained its thought the use of Sims's speculum of great ad-,of tum growth twelve days after the termination vantage.te menstral period. In those cases of suspen- The president, DR. FORDYCE BARKER, deliveredCrenstruation there were found in some cases the annual address.e ea, but they were much smaller, both in The secretary then read a paper by DR. VAN
of and weight, showing hie thought, that the act Tesceayte edapprb R Atean Went showing heyhugh, thaednfec onDE WARKER, on The Intra-Uterine Treatment ofbrenstruation had a very marked influence o Flexions. The writer most strongly recornmendedbtie growt of the corpora. be touched very the use of the stem-pessary, and gave a detailedy on the d renst found between the ore history of the instrument. In ail cases it shouldeyf normal menstruation and those of preg- be so short as not to touch the fundus uteri. Theas chang tha hews fot int The me support should be in the vagina and, to a certaindWs changed his views on this point. The paper degree, self-adjustable to the motions of the body.llustrated with coloured drawings and models, Di. PEASLEE was entirely opposed to the use'4 as f great interest. 

-esre ncsso erfei n i c ht Tnext paper was read by DR. LYMAN on Dil- of stem-pessaries in cases of retroflexion, Since the
rrestif the Cervix Uteri as an Efficient Means of difficulty could be rectified by other methods. In%r 8 Metrorrhagia. cases, however, of anteflexion there was no other

hosti' Ymnan remarked that dilatation for diag- way of keeping the uterus in its normal position.Ported Purposes was sufliciently common, but re- There was no danger in the use of the instrument,
ord Oq 'e cases of different types of metrorrhagia if properly applied and carefully watched. In ail

er to call attention tothe use of dilatation not cases the uterus should be allowed perfect free-
!ethod as a means of diagnosis but as a direct dom of motion.- h srmn sdsol

I thoe Of treatment. He thought that the result always be one which can be removed by the
ossle cases justified him in the suggestion that patient in case of threatening trouble. He thought

buse , We may have been too ready to substitute that one of the best forms of pessaries in use was
14er lor effect, and that the strangulation at the that which he had devised, and which was made of

the 8may have been the primary element in tempered whalebone. This will yield in every
.ra uction of hypertrophy of the mucous mem- direction, and will readily adapt itself to the de-

0fui the body, and that the practical point for sired positioP.
ail cas's whether the real cause of metrorrhagia in DR. THOMAS thought that there was always
fbroid g, whether of hypertrophy, hyperplasia, more or less danger in ail instruments which werePeculia Owths, etc., is not to be found in some to be left within the uterine canal. He had, inCelar Condition of morbid innervation of the several cases, seen the most serious results followlovhich strangulates the circulation, and the their introduction. Cases of irreducible ante-ests the Which strangulation by laminaria tents flexion cannot be cured, except by a surgical in-tdae flow as decisively as the removal of the terference. In cases, however, where it is possibleg after venesection. to reduce the anteflexion at ail, it is usually pos-
ies of SENE then read a paper on The Princi- sible by care to reduce the displacement altogether.

eteycological Surgery as Applied in Ob- He showed the pecularities of several forms of pes-Perations. His object was to bring before saries which he had devised for different uterine
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displaceinents, and explained in detail the method
of their application.

DR. NOEGGERATH believed in the use of stem
pessaries, not so much, however, with a view o
curing the dislocation, as of relieving the symptoms
It is not possible to relieve an anteflexion by th
use of the stem-pessaries. Out of one hundre
cases lie had seen but three serious accidents fol
low the use of the stem-pessary, The fact that th
patient complains of pain or symptoms of inflama
tion does not prove that the pessary is the caus
of the trouble. The pessary should be introducec
only at the patient's house. In cases of dysmen
orrhoea the use of the pessary is invaluable. H
believed that all cases of ante-flexion were con
genital. The seat of the flexion is where the
peritonæum begins to cover the body of the uterus.
The pain at the menstrual period does not depend
on the narrowing of the cervical canal at the point
of flexion. A constriction of the os externum, as
well as of the os internum is often accompanied
with pain. Ail operations with the knife which
extend to the inner os should be in all cases
avoided. .. ..

DR. BATTEY discussed at length the question as
to whether there was a proper field for the opera-
tion known as Battey's operation. He gave the
details of 'two additional cases in which he had re-
moved the ovaries successfully, and challenged
any one to produce a single case in which the
symptoms for which the performance of the opera-
tion was recommended continued after the removal
of both ovaries. He summed up his paper with
the following propositions:-

(i. In those cases of absence of the uterus in
which life is endangered, or the health destroyed
by reason of the deficiency, the removal of the
ovaries is at once the hopeful and the only means
of permanent relief.

(2.) In cases where the uterine cavity or vaginal
canal has become obliterated and cannot be re-
stored by surgery, if grave symptoms be present,the removal of the ovaries becomes a last and only
resort, and may be hopefully invoked in the case.

(3.) In cases of insanity or confirmed epilepsy,dependent upon uterine and ovarian disease, the
operation is justifiable as a last resort and when
other means of cure have failed.

(4.) In cases of long-protracted physical and
mental suffering, dependent upon monthly nervous
and vascular perturbations, which have resisted
persistently all other means of cure, the question
of a resort to the operation is to be committed to
the prudent judgment of the conscientious prac-
titioner in the particular case.

DR. TRENHOLME (Montreal) desired to add to
these propositions a fifth, namely, that the opera-
tion was called for in cases where a severe and ex-
hausting hæmorrhage occurred with the monthly
flow, in support of which he cited two cases in
which the operation had been successful.

s DR. PEASLEE thought that while the operatiO0
was profitable in cases where the menstrual mOll

- men occurred with great suffering, and the ment3l
f powers begin to flag, yet it was not justifiable iO
. many of the cases in which Dr. Battey 'considered
e it warranted. In women near the menopause, iO
1 cases of simple ovarian neuralgia, in cases of 1011
- standing, in all cases accompanied by a precedi19
e inflammatory history, in all cases where pain is the
- chief symptom, he considered the operation U1 '

justifiable.-Boston Med. and Surg. Yournal.

EARLY OPERATION FOR THE CURE
OF HARE-LIP.

In the following remarks, I propose advocatil1
the practicability and desirability of operating for
the cure of hare-lip very soon ; I mean within 4
few hours after birth. It is no doubt true that this
has been occasionally done ; but the practice has,
as yet, neither received the sanction of our surgicd
authorities nor has it been fairly tested by et'
perience. As a matter of fact, most surgeons prefer
postponing the operation till after the third nonth.
This means that infants suffering from hare-lip are
most frequently so feeble and imperfectly n0ir-
ished, from the first ten days or so after birth till
they are over three months old, that an operatiOO
cannot be undertaken without unjustifiably hazard'
ing life.

It is perhaps not so well known as it might bel
that the mortality attending the rearing of thest
unhappy little ones is very considerable, more
ticularly in large towns, where the attempts to
feed are too often very injudicious. If the fatality
in these cases be so great as I am inclined to
believe, at least among the poorer classes in tow»l1
it is obvious that the cause is the absence of the
natural nutriment, breast-milk. Consequenty, 0
may safely conclude that if such infants by ear1
operation, can be placed in a position to obta
their natural nourishment, the cause of fatality ;ý
be removed. The practice of early operation, ho
ever, can only be recommended when there '
reasonable hope of the infant being afterwards able
to take the breast; therefore, where there is no pro5'
pect of this end being attained, as in cases coraf
licated with extensive cleft palate, the operatio"4
cannot be urged. oseAn argument in favour of the practice I proP o
is the fact that infants, born with this claSS
deformity, are for the most part strong and in reae
good condition at birth, and continue so for al Dior two, until the attempt to bring them OP to
hand, even when judiciously managed, begins &
tell, and they more or less rapidly fall awaY e.g
often have a great struggle for life in the ear
weeks.
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oes it not, therefore, appear a prudent thing
to take advantage of the inherent vitality of thetr-bOrn infant, and operate within twenty-four orth itY-si hours after birth?et d scarcely necessary to state that there isSthe m hty in preventing the milk from leav-req uie tffloter, during the few days the lip willftire to form a sufficiently firm union for the

In hav abegin to take the breast.
tend t atpoy had two cases under my care, whichtrst, w support the practice I recommend. In the

Whebh occurred in private practice, I operated,afoermber 2nd, 1876, about twenty-three hoursater birth. In this case, both hard and soft palatesWere completely cleft, therefore, I did not recom-Poperation, as sucking would necessarily beapossiblen however, as it was the wish of the
a u tendant, and the parents were extremelyÜ's'0us it should be attempted, I operated. The
The Was on the left side, and into the nasal cavity.
abl intermaxillary bone projected very consider-
side' and required to be cut across on the right
b e and bent into position. The lip had also todell freed from its bony attachments on each8ie cThe bleeding was not excessive, and wasWoltpon thed by small pads of rolled lint pressedthre the cut surfaces for a few minutes. I used

aree ilver sutures and one entomological pin (the
Thi ltpin recommended by Mr. Stokes of-Dublin). ifos latter I removed the following day, when I

Unid I on perfect. and in two or three days after-ords removed the silver sutures. The 'child
as eteoperation remarkable well, and the result j

fred t nely gratifying. I have lately been in- s
petted is thriving as fairly well as can be ex-

he considering it is brought up by hand. .1to second case was a feeble and imperfectly s
y her d infant, five weeks old, which came under g18th, re at the Infirmary for Children, October h

ex '.1876. The fissure was on the left side, Jthe Sag the nasal cavity, and the anterior half of c
Qy sur e was cleft to a considerable extent. To v

her krise, I found that the mother still retained A
Fhild , and that with assistance by pressure the n

L t ,Ss able to obtain a certain, but obviously p
th Paleatt, amount of nourishment. The cleft in w
beotre was very wide, and the intermaxillary qieXtreemely promnent, necessitating its being irOn the right side and pressed down into its wThe steps and mode of operation were a

e t0 those in the preceding one. In this b
erai feared that the immediate effects of the b
Ztd s, and the interference with the infant's a

eoy uPply of breast-milk, might jeopardise itsbut I was careful to direct that all the aid. •wn fro the mother should be given to the 1
on the esult was happily very satisfactory, e
ow sucslxth day the infant was able to suck. iseft i. tcks perfectly, and is thriving well. The Lthe Palate, I am able to state, is quite su
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closed, no doubt by the continuous pressure of the
united lip.

The first case adds one more to the few recorded
instances of newly born infants successfully operated
upon for hare-lip. The second shows that within
a few days after operation, an infant is capable of
sucking. Indeed, the good results attending these
two cases have encouraged me to bring the question
of early operation before the profession.- Dr.
Rawdon, Brit. Med. fournal.

CLINICAL LECTURE ON STRANGU-
LATED HERNIA.

G. F. MAUNDER, F.R.A.S., SURGEON TO THE LONDON
HOSPITAL.

GENTLEMEN: By a curious coincidence a case
of strangulated hernia has come under my care
on the last day of each of my last three in-taking
weeks. Each case has some special points of
interest.

Case 1.-This was an instance of strangulated
inguinal hernia of the left side, reduced en masse
by the patient himself. I operated upon him
successfully; and for the second time within an
nterval of ten years.

Case 2 ..-.Fenoral hernia ; ojperation : recovery.
(Reported by Mr. Herman Tribe.)-H. MacC-.--
Lged fifty-eight, a blacks.mith, was admitted on
[une 2oth, 1876. Ten months ago he observed a
welling in his left groin, which sometimes disap-
eared. On June 1i7th the swelling became very
ard and painful, and vomiting, which has persisted,
et in. On examnation to-day (June 2Oth) a hard.
lobular tumour was found at the seat of femoral
ernia. There was slight impulse on coughing (?).

The finger could.easily be passed into the inguinal
anal. The patient still vomited, appeared to be
ery weak, and his countenance looked haggard.
n operation was considered advisable, and the
an at once consented. The taxis was not em-
loyed by Mr. Maunder, but he opened the sac,
hich proved to be very thin, at once. A snall
uantity of turbid fluid escaped, the knuckle of
ntestine was portwine-coloured, slighty roughened
ith lymph. A very tight stricture was nicked,
nd the bowel reduced. The wound having
een closed with suture, and a compress and
andage applied, the patient was returned to bed,
nd a grain of opium administered. Milk diet.
June 21st. He complains of slight pain in the

)domen, but of no tenderness. Temperature
>I.5°; pulse 102. To take a grain of opium

very six hours. 22nd. Has slept well. There
a little redness and swelling about the wound.
est decomposing fluids should be pent up, the
tures were removed, and the margins of the in'

6MM11M.,
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cision forcibly separated. A poultice to be applied
23rd. The redness about the wound has disap
peared. The bowels are somewhat relaxed. Th
appetite is returning. Temperature 99.6°; PlS
96. 25th. The patient has suffered from diarrhe
since yesterday. To take chalk mixture. 26th
Diarrhoea has ceased. Wound suppurating freely
Replace the poultice by water-dressing. 27thDiarrhœa came on again. July 6th. The patien
is convalescent; the wound nearly healed. Zin
dressing. 14th. The patient is quite well, anc
awaits his truss.

Case 3.-Strangulated inguinal hernia; opera
tion; recovery. (Reported by Mr. Herman Tribe.)
Samuel S- , aged thirty-three, a builder, was
admitted July 18th, 1876. Ten years ago, whilst
at work, the patient ruptured himself. He hadthe rupture at once reduced by a surgeon. Since
that time he has always been obliged to wear atruss ; the hernia has never given him any trouble.
On July 17th he neglected to wear his truss, andafter he had been at work a little while the hernia
came down. The patient attempted to reduce it
but could not do so. In about an hour's time ue was
compelled to leave work on account of vomiting.
He went home to bed, was in great pain all night,and the vomiting persisted.

On examination a left inguino-scrotal tumour isfound, pyriform in shape, tense, and painful. Thereis marked impulse on coughing (?) The tunour isnot compressible. The patient vomits constantly.
Operation, eighteen hours alter descent of hernia.

The patient having been placed under the influ-ence of an anæsthetic, the taxis was applied forfifteen minutes, but failed to reduce the swelling.
Herniotomy was then done. The structures weresuccessively divided by a longitudinal incision overthe neck of the swelling until the sac was reached.In this structure a most marked annular depression
was both seen and felt, and proved to bee eSeat
of stricture. This grooved portion of the sac wascarefully divided by repeated scratches of the knife.Through the small button-hole thus formed omen-
tum showed; and now, when the taxis was again
applied, reduction was effected. The wound wasclosed in the usual way, and a dose of opium ad-
ministered.

July i 9 th. The patient is very comfortable.
2oth. Sutures removed. 21st. Bowels spontan.eously moved. Slight suppuration with some red-ness and swelling about the wound, the edges ofwhich Mr. Maunder now forcibly separated. Poul-tice to be applied. 24th. Redness and swellinghave disappeared from the wound. Zinc ointmentto be used. August rst. The patient is quite well,and is only waiting to have a truss.

With regard to Case -- reduction en masse-Ishall say nothing to-day, having taken every op-postunity of drawing your attention to its import-
ance when the man was in the hospital. It is pub-

lished in The Lance! (July 28th, 1876), and can
Sbe referred to by those interested in the subject.Case 2 is an example of femoral hernia in themale-a lesion of comparatively rare occurrence,
i though probably less rare than inguinal hernia inl

the female. Possibly, out of at least 120 hernio-
tomies, some half-dozen of femoral in the male

tave fallen to my lot. In the present instance the
t tumour was typical, being globular in shape, seated

at the upper and inner side of the base of Scarpa's1 triangle, whence it could not be displaced to the
inner side of the spine of the pubis.

In both Cases 2 and 3 the notes say " there
was impulse on coughing." To this I have added
a query, as there really was none. It is desirable
you should understand, in connection with hernia,
tbe value, as a symptom, of the presence or ab-
sense of "impulse on coughing." Supposing thesac to contain bowel, with impulse on coughing,
that wouhd be proof that the contents of the intes-
tine, both above and below the point of protrusion,
directly communicated, and strangulation would
not exist. The absence of impulse would show ail
absence of intercommunication, and that stricture
existed. To avoid error, then, with regard to the
presence or absence of impulse, the hernial tumour
must be lifted away from the abdominal wall, when
tbe probulson-sometimes mistaken for impulse-communicated on coughing will be no longer feIt,
and the question of impulse settled. Imagine a
patient with a hernia on either side and symptonsof strangulation. The absence of impulse on the
one side and its existence on the other would
naterially help you to decide which to select for
exploration. This method of examining a iernial
tumour will prevent a very usual mistake. The
local tumour and persistent vomiting in both iW'
stances led to the conclusion that we had a case
of strangulated hernia to deal with, and reductiOn
became the first consideration. This may be
effected by the taxis, with or without the aid of the
knife.

Question of taxis.-The taxis, a most valuable
agent when judiciously applied, may, under sorne
circumstances, be most injurious. You will hav
observed that I did not employ it in Case 2, butresorted to it for a quarter of an hour in Case 3Observe the history of the two patients before thel
came under care. Case 2 had a history of stra-
gulation extending over three days and thre
nights, and had only been ruptured ten montho-
Case 3, on the contrary, had been ruptured te
years, and his present symptoms extended oQVe
eighteen hours only. As a rule, the longer a Peson has been ruptured the larger becomes the rink'
and the less quickly injurious will be its effec
upon the structures which it constricts; and there-
fore, for the above reasons, I proceeded at 004"with herniotomy in Case 2, feeling pretty confideot
that I sbould flot effect reduction, and thet1
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1 rucight to see the condition of the intestine before and sornewhat light-headed, with loss of appetite,

educng it. With case 3, whose hernial history I examined the seat of the wound, which, thoughe tl quite the re erse of Case 2, I fully expected healed, luctuated. I opened it up, and giveto iffet reduction by the taxis, but failed. The exit to some stinking pus. A charcoal poultice.o, e mig neck of the sac, exposed by the opera- was applied. On the next day ail unfavourableO expnan ned the reason. Speaking generally of symptoins had vanished, and the patient re-le e baxis, I say : Use it thoroughly once only, covered.e Janded by an anoesthetic if admissible, or other ad- Of these three patients two suffered a good dealSjsanc should it fail, resort to herniotomy. Even from diarrhœa. It is reasonable to suppose that aa Succedafn taxis cannot but bruise, and that to a portion of intestine injured by compression andLe anger0o degree, an already much inflamed por- inflammatory action would take time to recover itse on of bowel. This often efficient remedy can health. To give it rest that it may do so, we gen-
e paided by position, the trunk and limb of the erally administer one or more doses of opium toSPatient being so placed as to favour relaxation of arrest peristalsis, and administer liquid nourish-

ti structures nterested at the hernial aperture. ment for a few days. Possibîy a subacute enteritisillstrto Iwast h usn-ya sbactcenerntaa male, ation, I may mention that many years spreading from the damaged portion of bowel, mayeg th m caresubject of femoral hernia, was un- account for this relaxed condition. This might beer y care among the out-patients. When the prevented by a method of treatment0f the was recumbent, and his lower extremity, mends itself to my judgment, recently suggestedodheaside on which the hernia was, extended, by Mr. De Berdt Hovell. it consists in support-therate taxis failed to effect reduction ; but with ing the patient by nutrient ene1ata for a fewe thigh flexed, adducted, and rotated inwards, days subsequent to operation. Certainly, by this1 eduction wa easy. Doubtless this facility was method the small intestines would be left quiescent,aphenous relaxation of the upper cornu of the and possible perforation be averted.QusOn of the fascia lata. Your patient must not get up until provided withQchiexdof Ouening t/e sac.-This used to be a a suitable truss. No patient who is rupturedtprlvexed question, but I fancy surgeons are should be without his truss, eycept when he isalmost agreed that in femoral hernia it is recumbent. The danger of going ithout it ist, immaterial whether the sac be opened or illustrated by Case 3. For ten years the man hadit. Pers onally 1 avoid doing so, except under not been without it, and the hernia had never givenpe o c-Icumstances, on the good general princi- him any trouble. He omits to wear it, and be-uin-son-interference. But in the case of an comes the subject of strangulation and hernio-t hernia I am most reluctant to open tomy.-Med. Ne7ws and Library.th Ou will recollect how I pointed out to youe Probable position of the stricture in the case ofh 3, and which coincided with the external ring. HEART DISEASE IN CHILDREN
%t. nicked and enlarged, but even then could

he creduction, and it was only when I reach- In the course of recent visits to the cinique ofthte sac and showed to you a deep sulcus in this Sir William Jenner, we have collected some notestbe has d iate obstacle was evident. Mr. of his teaching, in respect to current cases of dis-Sed, andescribed the care and caution which I ease under treatment.
the erand the very small wound which I made in In an attack of rheumatism, the disposition toctieous membrane, with a view to enlarge the inflammation of the heart and its membranes is intalg neck just enough to admit of reduc- direct proportion to the youth of the patient; theiretOr ullowed nothing-not even the point of a i younger the heart, the more readily it is affected-st avouch less my finger-to enter the sac, so and this is a form of malady likely to increase withThe a every risk of peritonitis. years. Parents often hope "the child will grownsie after-treatment of the wound requires some out of it :" the heart, of course, must grow; but,of geeration I generally close it with the hope if the valves be imperfect, they must become more

resulg Primary union, and now and then this patent as the size increases ; whereas, in othertire Uttd both in hospital and in private prac- patients, the heart having ceased to grow, the mis-But the surgeon must be on his guard, the chief at least remains stationary. The fact is, then,est d eing concealed by compress and bandage, that, as regards valvular diseases, children rather
rise tecroposng fluids become pent up and give grow into their trouble than out of it. The patho-

ould t ocal and constitutional disturbance. logy of heart disease is also largely a question ofsest oe or both arise, as occurred in these age; for instance, if I were to be affected, it woulda tahe treatment is evident. Some years ago probably be of degenerative character; but if aOftted to seventy, from Chigwell, had been sub- child, or even one of you, it would almost alwaysly forermotomy. He progressed very favour- be rheumatic. You must, however, bear in midseveral days, when finding him drowsy its possible connection with albuminuria, with sy-



philis, or with congenital defect. Independently good. In some, carbolic acid, appeared to producof these, it will almost surely be the result of rheu- intolerable itching at night. Lately I have seematism, though the attack may have been so slight the local application of sulphate of copper recornas to have been forgotten. If you find evidence mended. The powder has the following percentof cardiac disease, and if you do not get a history age composition: sulphur sub., 8o ; magnesSof ordinary causes, you must have very equivocal oxidi, 15 ; zinci oxidi, 5. To be used morninievidence to prove they did not exist. The more and evening, in the following way: The dr]improbable any point is, naturally the stronger powder being on a plate, a wet sponge is presse(must be the evidence of it. If Dr. Slade tells me down on it, and a certain quantity will adherehe gets spirit-writing, his proofs ought to be above this is firmly rubbed- on the parts affected, freshsuspicion. If endocarditis in a child be the only moisture and powder being from time to time supsymptom present, still it must be taken as strong plied, the application being continued ten tCevidence of rheumatism. I remember a boy who fifteen minutes each sitting. The parts are thei
came with no definite complaint; but we found a washed clean of the adhering particles. I haveloud friction sound over the heart; a week after- never seen the worst cases last beyond four or fivewards, he got swelling of the joints and other evi- days. So complete would the cure be that itdence of rheumatism. Another case was more would be impossible to say if the person ever hadstriking, and occurred in the foung child of a the disease. No smarting attends its use, andmedical friend. It was found late at night sud- after the first application itching is practically ataOdenly suffering from great dyspnœa ; I was sent end. Also in that form of prickly heat resemblingfor hurriedly in the absence of the father, and urticaria it effects a perfect cure, and the powderfound a loud mitral bruit, which had never been used once or twice a week, as described, will keePsuspected before. Half an hour afterwards the the skin in a perfect condition.-(Med. and Surg.father returned, to find dead the child that he had Reporter.)
left apparently well. It was two years old, and,after much consideration, they remembered-that,
about twelve months before, its limbs had seemed THE TREATMENT OF SPINA BIFIDA BY Averv tender, and it was uneasy in walking; but NEW METHOD.
these symptoms had passed away and been for-
gotten ; no doubt, they indicated the commence- GLASGOW ROYAL INFIRMARY.
ment of the attack. The least sign, then, of such
trouble in children should be most carefully In reviewing a brochure on the above subject bfwatched; and remember the great tendency of the Dr. Morton, Glasgow Infirmary, the Lancet has themalady to recur, so that, after one attack, care following :-The usual treatment of spina bifida bfshould be constant. Chorea has been considered protection and pressure is so very unsatisfactola rheumatic inflammation of the spinal meninges. and so seldom successful, and the accidental or i'The rheumatism may be a coincidence, but it is tentional escape of the cerebro-spinal fluid from thecertainly a common one. If there be active endo- sac is so unimormly fatal, that any new method o!
carditis at the time, I consider it certainly rheu- dealing with this deformity which promises a g004
matic; but, in estimating the importance of a bruit, result is bound to commend itself to the attentioiinquire whether it varies, is absent from certain of every surgeon, as these cases of deformity are 0beats, or whether it be constant; for if the former, very common. The injection of a dilute solutiOOit will often be dynamic from irregular action of of iodine has been used, more or less successfullllthe papillary muscles. I remember a child with by Velpeau, Brainard, and others ; but Dr. Morto"chorea and a bruit of organic character, but no bas greatly improved on their plans of procedure blother evident rheumatism. In a week, however, employing a fluid with less diffusibility. An iodS
he got urticaria, and later a marked attack of acute glycerine solution, composed of ten grains of iodil
rheumatism. Another baby with chorea was in- and thirty grains of iodide of potassium, dissolvftensely fretful, and I found the explanation in in an ounce of pure glycerine, is injected in varl'signs of acute pericarditis, which, ndeed, proved ing quantities according to the size of the tuour0fatal soon afterwards.-Brit. Med. Your. generally about half a drachm being sufficient. The

details of the fifteen cases narrated in this broch"r''
most of which have already appeared in the medio'

REMEDY FOR PEICKLY HEAT.-A naval surgeon journals, are eminently satisfactory, and lead Uswrites to the Lancet:-I should like to bring be- hope that we may be able in future to cope mueb
fore the section of the profession practicing in more successfully with such cases. Two precaudOtropical climates the followng powder, as a cure seem absolutely necessary, and on them much
for that troublesome skin disease, "prickly heat." the value of the operations depends. A media1V
I used to suffer myself dreadfully, and tried all the sized trocar and canula mnust be used, because
supposed remedies, without deriving any apparent iodo-glycerine fluid will not pass readily through '

C

I

j
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sra4l canula; and the puncture must be carefully
8ealed up after the operation by collodion or col-

4ioIl flexile, lest the cerebro-spinal fluid should
'ecape and so cause the death of the child. ThePlicture should be made slightly to one side of the
tuiddle line and as near the upper part of the

eurnour as possible. If necessary, the swelling may
e eiected after the lapse of two or three weeks.
, Morton began this treatment in 1871 ; and intis earlier cases tentatively drew off the fluid con-ter once or twice before imjecting the sac, but his"ter experience would show that this is unneces-

nnYd If, apart from the spina bifida, the child is
and thriving, and there is no paralysis of
or sphincters and no other important de-

ertdy, a permanent cure may be reasonably ex-
ted; )but in case complicated with hydrocepha-

a cither this nor any other treatment is of imuch
aarentDr. Morton deserves great credit for having
aclarety placed under safe and speedy treatment
a last of cases which were formerly considered
4nost beyond hope of recovery.

GENERAL PARALYSIS-FITS-DEATH.

deor the report of the following case we are in-
ted to Dr. G. H. SAVAGE.

The following is a case of great clinical interest
a eas of pathological importance. The patient
of Young, single, and sober in every way. He was
Ohroeat energy. He had a sister suffering from
acutele mania; he himself had had an attack oflite mania and had recovered, there being at theftienno suspicion of general paralysis. The
travent was Henry J. C, aged 31, a commercial
havelr, single. 0f late he had been known to
Pore een very sober, and in 1874 he was also re-
hr' to have been well conducted in every way.
his ergust, 1873, he was depressed for a time ;
grePloyers had pushed him to an extreme de-

r and this depression was attributed to over-Wrk. F tromrcva t Fr>m August, 1873, to March, 1874, he
Others)fat times being sleepless and depressed, at
bot anciful and imaginng people made remarks

b hhim. He then became slightly exalted,
Chrit Some costly wine, and fancied he was Jesus
thls. ' N doubt his two last initials suggested
a f patient admitted self-abuse from the
he a thirteen till manhood, when for a short time
beentoe over to sexual excess. Of late he had
o that busy and had become somewhat religious,In Marrecently there had been no sexual abuse.
.a4 t., he was admitted into Bethlem. He

his tYpically maniacal, his hair being " electrical,"
4 es bright his complexion sallow. He shouted

trctived about all day, and was noisy and des-
81at e all night. He was filthy in his habits, and
(ýUlO Cnstantly at doctors and attendants. The

Ui8 medicines were tried without any good
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result; bromide of potassium and Indian hemp;
succus conii in half-ounce doses ; tincture of bella-
donna in half-drachm doses ; tincture of digitalis in
drachm doses and morphia in half-grain doses.
The exciternent was intense till June, when e
began to sleep better and his hair became snooth ;
and he then slowly and steadily improved. After
a month at the convalescent home and two months
at home, he was discharged, being as well as ever
he had been in his life. There was not then the
slightest sign of paralysis. From December 1874to September 1876, nothing was heard of him.
He obtained employment, and was careful and
energetic as ever. Five days before admission, he
suddenly became excited and had extravagant ideas.
On admission, lie was stout and well nourished
His pupils were small and irregular ; his tongue
was tremulous; speech halting and thick ; skin oily
and sallow. He was sleepless and destructive at
night. For the first two months, he lost flesh, and
the paralysis of the facial muscles became more
marked ; and, though he had exalted ideas, he no
longer talked freely of them. In December, he
was nuch better and attended the weekly dances,
where he was rather demonstrative and amorous.
In the next month a change occurred ; he became
quiet and dull, and lost flesh rapidly. If ques-
tioned, he said he could not explain his indolence
and apathy, but felt as if something was going to
happen. He complained of no pain, and no signs
of lung-disease could be detected. His circulation
became feeble, and his appetite bad. Till Feb-
ruary 1oth, he rapidly lost ground. On the rmorn-
ing of that day, at 10. 30, he had a fit ; he fell down
unconscious, but had little or no convulsions. At
i i he had another ; and in this there was complete
insensibility, with clonic convulsions of both upper
and lower extremities, no biting of tongue, and no
sterlor. His temperature was 98. (During the
previous night, he had wet his bed.) The fits re-
curred, and he had eight before i P. Ni. In the
aftcrnoon, he became semiconscious again; but in
the evening similar fits occurred ; his breathing be-
came stertorous ; his temperature rose at 9.30 to
108.5, and he rapidly died.

A iost mortem examination was made thirty-four
hours after death. The calvarium was thin, hard,
and congested, with the dura mater adherent
throughout. The brain itself was the softest Dr.
Savage had ever yet met with, it being almost a
pulp and very hard to reniove whole. The brain
weighed forty-nine ounces and a half. The sub-
arachnoid fluid was in excess. The vessels at the
base were atheromatous. On opening the spinal
column from below, a large quanity (several ounces)
of dark fluid blood escaped from between the
arches and the dura mater of the cord. On open-
ing the spinal canal upwards, at the lower and
middle cervical regions was found a large dark-
coloured clot surrounding the cord. The cord
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" s soinewhat wasted, but theré was no marked suspicion that death was caused by poison, Drsortenar. There were atheromatous changes in iDougail and Robertson, on Friday, April 27th,arger vessels were all deeply stained made a post mnortem examination of the body, bllein their inner coats.--(Brit. Med. Journal.) failed, it is said, to find any appearances indicatiDl
death by poison; the intestines and stomach wer31
however, sealed up and sent to Edinburgh for ee

PERIOSTEA, STGERY IN THE UNITED amination by Professor Maclagan. On the MondaY
STATES. following, Dr. Dougall became unwell, but therewas nothing to indicate the cause of his illness er

We have been favoured with a look at the New cept a small eut on one of his fingers whieh he hadLower Jaw-bone alluled to in our report of the made in the course of the post morten examinatiOfl
Congress of Gernan Surgeons at Berlin, and which lie became rapidly worse, and died on Friday lashwe believe to be, if not a unique specimen, at any just a week after the infliction of the injury. Dr.rate the first specimen of the sort seen in Europe. Dougall had practised for some years in GreenocfWe allude to it with the more pleasure, as the oper- a a highly rand waa hgl espocted member of the profWator, Di. James R. Wood, Enieritus Professor of sion.-(Brit. Med. Journal.)
Surgery im the Bellevue Medical College, is entitled
to the great praise of having been one of the
pioneers of periosteal surgery, which constitutes SCIEE FOR A CONJOINT EXAMINIYa
such a creditable and instructive chapter in the re- SOR A C NOIN A
cent histoiy of surgery. ''his particular operation BOARD FOR ENGLAND.
was performed moie than twenty years ago; and The following seme was presented by Sir JamJthe merit of it consists not only in its having been paet at the late meeting of the British aedithen a new kind of operation, but in the details of P
the proceedure, which had to be thought out for the Council
first tiiie, and which have since become recognized 1. That a board of examiners be appointed inprini ea fw pthis division of the United Kingdom by theIt is a great feat of what we are disposed to call operation of all the medical authorities in Engla<physiological surgery to take away a whole bone, -that is to say, the Royal College of Physicians Ofand to do it so carefully and with such preservation London, the Royal College of Surgeons of Engl8n'of the periosteun as to bave it entirely reproduced the Society of A pothecaries of London, and hin perfect syinmetry and perfectly in situ. The Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, annew jaw is smaller than the orignal one, but in no London ; it being understood that, liberty beingother respects, in form and position, it is a wonder- left to such co-operating medical authorities to Ol'fully pertect reproduction. The patient was a girl fer, as they think proper, their honorary distinCtiO0eigh!een yeais of age, working in a match factory; and degrees, each of them will abstain as far a0bence the phosphorus disease of the jaw, leading to allowed by law, from the exercise of its indepednecrosis and the necessity for removal. The opera- ent privilege of giving admission to the Meditionk was done by halves, one half being left for Register.-" Section 1. Note a. Hereby is intendweeks after the removal of the other, so as to steady to secure that none of the qualifications granted bythe parts and deternune the proper position of the any of the co-operating authorities shall be co'new jaw, which woula otherwise bave been dragged ferred on any person who shall not have bee odown >y muscles and cause great deformity. The amined and approved by this board."patient perfectly recovered, and lived three years 2. That the board be constituted of examinafter. She then died of brain abscess, when the nominated by a committee called herein " the CoUentire skull came into the possession of Dr. Wood. mittee cf Reference," and appointed by the eOeotl le and other operator have frequently repeat- College of Physicians of London, the Royal Colleed these operations with sinilar success. But the of Surgeois of England, and the Society of ApOtpatients are mostly alive, and, as Langenbeck lately caries, in such manner as they shall severally thi)Xsaid at 1erlii, there is not another such specimen in fit.the whole of Europe as the one we now notice.- 3. That examiners be appointed to conduct OThie Lancet. aminations on the following subjects :-(1) Aiiaf

my ; (2) Physiology ; (3) Chemistry; (4) 3Medica ; (à) Med ical Botany ; (6) PharmacY ;yrDEATH OF A MEDICAL PRACTITIONER FROM BLOOD- Medicine; (8) Surgery ; (9 Midwifery ; (10)IoiMsoNiNG.-We regret to notice the death of a ensic Medicine ; or on such subjectsas mayp actitioner in Greenock from blood poisoning, the after required. ; o c ts m
r'esult of a post mortem examination. About three Questions on Forensie Medicine are to h ai deks ago, a young woman naned Macdougall, who among those asked by the examinere on be0
i as pregnant, died suddenly ; and, there being a Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery.
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po That the appointinents of examiners be ap- sicians of London, the diploma of member of the~three haccordmig to a plan to be agreed upon by Royal College of Surgeons of England, and theth Thaee herein-before-named medical authorities. licence of the Society of Apothecaries. " Sections

u That the examiners be nominated and appoint- 10 and 11.-Note b. Provided that if women bt anilucs that no examiner hold office for more admitted to examination by the Conjoint BoardaI five successive years; that no examiner who they shall not, in passing, be entitled to becomea8 e0 ftinud in office for that period be eligible for licentiates or members of any of the co-operatingandtton until after the expiration of one year, authorities without the special permission of such
eha no member of the Committee of Reference authority."

6 QIibJ for nomination as an examiner. 12 That any or either of the co-operating medi-
tw.That the Committee of Reference consist of 1.Ta n rete ftec-prtn eiT hratves orm eac of the cnisitie cal authorities shall be at liberty to withdraw fromîrpresentatives from each of the this scheme, and the jomt examining board to be
tI< 'fO(icai coprain of England. uieste cee on xmnn or7. That one-fourth ofthe Committee of Refer constituted hereunder, at any time after five yearsbicego out of office annually, but that the retirin from the 1st day of October, 1877, upon giving topro ers be eligible for reappointment, and that the each of the other co-operating medical authoritiesollPorts ntd se one year's previous notice in writing, dating from,a lte -number of me diers appointed sever- the 1st of October in that year, of their intentionbYteco-operating, redicai authorities dobn xiato hcinaintined. so to do, and that at the expiration of the ie

e8.'YbThait the dute fteCmmte fRfr limited by such notice, the mnedical authoritye .Tha teally s f the onminatfer- giving the same shall be released from all obligation,,ee-lyas follows limite by suclit notce th0eia uhrt
riners for appointme y T t eine- to conforni to the terns of this scheme or any rules,aliesfrappointment by the throe hereinhe- oreutoswhich may hereafter he muade foron naned Inedical authorities. (2) To nominate or iregulations wi
uire occasion double the number of persons re- giving effect to 
irge ato be appointed as examiners. (3) To ar- Appendix to Scheme.-That one-half of the feese nad superintend all matters relating to the received for the examination be appropriated to thepr, ations, in accordance with regulations ap- payment of examiners, and other expenses inciden-

the na. bY the co-operating medical authorities, or tal to the examinations, in such marner as the Com-tiMority of them. (4) To consider such ques- mittee of Reference nay determine, subject to theth-il relation to the examinations as they may approval of the co-operating medical authorities.y fit, or such as shall be referred to them by That the renaining half of the fees received for theleo the co-operating medical authorities, and to examinations be appropriated in the following man-
() their proceedings to all the said authorities. ner:-Towards the maintenance of the museum of
t09  That, except as hereinafter provided, there be the Royal College of Surgeons as an institution of

%d thaMore examinations on professional subjects ; national as well as professional importance, for itsi . the fees of candidates be not less than unendowed professorships, and other allied expenses,guneas, to be paid in two or more payments. two-sixths; to the Royal College of Physicians in
10. Tat every candidate who shall have passed respect to qualifications to be granted, two-sixths;41ect texamination conducted by the board shall, to the Society of Apothecaries in respect to qualifi-

0 the p e by-laws of each licensing body and cations to be granted, one-sixth. (Carried.)-Te
Secei Provisions hereinafter contained, be entitled Lancet.
eitrans the licence of the Royal College of Phy-

0flle gOLondon, the diploma of member of Royal CAsE OF RUPTURE OF AoRTIO VALVE. - Very
t ge Of Surgeons of England, and the licence of thin pencils of caustic, such as are sometimes re-
11.hty of Apothecaries. quired for intra-uterine applications, may be pre-o at every member of an English university pared, according to A. Huber, in the folowingSha have passed such an examination or ex- manner: silver nitrate is fused in capsule, and the
eets f at his university as shall comprise the liquid drawn up, by slow and cautious suctions,riladOf the primary examination or examinations into a glass tube, the calibre of which is a trifle

leted by the board, and who shall have com- larger than the required diameter of the pencil.
lo t less than four years of medical study, Especial care is to be taken that no cavities filled

, iberg tO the regulations required by his univer- with air-bubbles are produced in the contents of the
thIgible for admission to the final examina- tube. When entirely cold, the glass tube is warm-

rJ,, he every candidate so admitted to examina- ed by turning over a spirit lamp, until the outer sur-at rquired to pay a fee of five guineas ; and face of the stick has become soft, when it may beieh fierY such candidate, who shall have passed easily pushed out by means of a knitting-needle.
rt examination, shall on the final payment With a little practice, very handsome pencils, of'th b18 that twenty-five guineas, and subject considerable length may b obtained in this man-e of each licensing body, be entitled ner. - Schweiz. f Pharm., 1177, 103. -NeoeVo the licence of the Royal College of Phy- Remedies.

r
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ECZEMA AND DIABETES MELLITUS. the most approved plans without any satisfactO'!result, till, on finding the diabetes, we treat t9Dr. J. Braxton Hicks, in a paper read before disease, and then very markedly there is a s1the Medical Society of London, (Lancet, March sidence of the very distressing symptoms of t31, 1877), said that it "comprises simply the re- eczema, till, by continuing the treatment, in tsut of my observations on the two diseases here majority we reduce the trouble> if not to a cure,named, without any attempt to do mnate than draw to a very tolerable condition.the attention of this very practical Society to a "The treatment which I have employed has befact wvich, as it seems to me, has not obtained the usual avoidance of sugar and substances te»bsuficient attention. 
ing to its formation, but flot carried to quite el'amNow, in doing so, it must not be supposed that I rigid extent advised by some, because Iteaieay ignorant of the observations made by many found a slight relaxation of the very irksome rUWphysicians, that there is very frequently in diabetes more honestly followed, and for a longer peri0considerable irritation of the vulva in women, and than where restriction is excessive. I have geneorifice of the urethra in men, and that not infre- ally giving codeia twice daily. Patients refl-quent this sympeom n o as led to the first suspicion that this remedy has a decided effect over the ireof the presence of diabetes. Dr. Dickinson and tation-a result to be expected if only regardedDreay mon s d ters, have pointed this out a general sedative ; an effect it has in comrTo 0ineanpa enough, and more recently Dr. Wiltshire, with all opiates in alleviating the severe anflOtin a paper before the Harveian Society, has pointed ance of the prickly itching of eczema. I lafou that, beside simple irritation, there is reason to generally given bark with arsenic and other tolli'believe there is a change in the nerve-tissue of the such as iron, etc., according to the condition of tbevu.va. But the fact to which I now wish to direct patient.attention is, that in cases of eczema of the general "I have not brought forward a series of 'casesurface, and notably of the female genitals, there because the fellows of this Society are wel1 $is in a ver large majority distinctly pronounced quainted with both diseases, and doubtless COdiabetes also. Perhaps I may state this more call to mind the severe sufferings of women Oftefaithflly by saying that, of those women who have near the climacteric change, where the Whoapplied to me as obstetric physician on account of genitals, the upper thighs, and lower abdomeneczema of the genials, I have found about eight covered wlth eczema, whiclh often extends twoor nine out of ten with diabetes mellitus in a de- three inches up the vagina and between thecided form. 

tocks, bebind the ears, sometimes in the scalp ~" But I have further to add that, although it was fingers.
principal in consequence of the affection of the "Before I had been in the habit of exaniogenitais that they applied to me, yet, at the same the urine of every case of this kind, I hadtime, there was clear evidence of eczema on patient of about fifty years of age, some yearsother parts of the body, so freel>, that there could whose life were scarcely tolerable on accotItbe no doubt but that the eczema was a general this form of eczema, and who had been tre4tedand fot a local trouble -:* I nean produced by local all the remedies for that complaint. After tw9 oirritant. And one would expect to find that those three years she said to me, ' I do not know if 'who ma think it worth wile to carry out observa- of any importance to tell you, but I was 10tions for theinselves wili meet with a like resut. years ago pronounced to have a mild C.lt ma> be that in a person predisposed to dition of diabetes.' I then examined her 0eczema the saccharine urine is more specialiy irri- frequently, and found always full evidencetating, and thus-may give earlier signs of the con- sugar.dition. But in almost every case the eruption " The nearly last case of eczema which carnehas extended into the groins and lower portion of me said her life for some fciur or five yearsabdomen, far away from the contact of the urine. been a burden to her from eczema of the gelJrI am lot in a position to sa), how far all cases of lower abdomen, and thighs. She had taken Oli øgeneraI eczema are associated with diabetes ; this cine continually for it, without any relief;I leave to others with more opportunities of study- a last resource, had come to me. She hading both diseases in both sexes. Yet one would not no sleep at night, and was worn out. lierbesurprised to find the frequency of the combina- proved to be very heavily laden with sugar.ton considerable, when it is borne in mid that was treated for dialbetes, and in a very few'øblood laden with sugar is most probaby irritating ; the eczema was better, and in three weeks-and also that pathologists incline to the opinion much relief that she could get sleep, and nO 1othat both diseases are dependent on neurotic dreaded the future ; and I expect from Iy Ostates. Be this as it ma, tbe practical value of vation of other cases, so long as she diets hehis knowledge is this-that we may be in man> she wil complain but little of the eczema.cases treating. the eczemna for an>' length of time b>' I Since writing the foregoing I have f<00D0
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te Trousseau as follows : ' With this per- about with my hand, and got the bulldog forcepsa'tOrO ctci e functions of the skin coincides outside the peritoneum. They were situated be-
Other accident which has been observed rarely tween the muscles and the peritoneum, secured toecz et us more commonly in women; it is an the blood vessel to which they had been originally
ich is aeruption attackmng the genitals ; and attached. The vessel was detached from the sur-lag. , tcompanied by a very distressing itch- rounding tissue, so that tfie forceps hunlg by ayol find then says, when in women of some age strip of fascia." A great deal of evidence wascorrh ns eczema, not dependent on the leu- offered at the inquest, some of which went to show

o tadron menstruation, then our ideas should that the presence of the foreign bodies had nothing,allusn t ts glycosuria; but I do not find any to do with the fatal issue, inasmuch as the amountU Dr.to the general condition of eczema. of cancerous disease found in the vicinity of the
Ca .i nson, in his new edition on Diabetes, ovaries precluded all hope of recovery. Ultimate-as pclotices the eczematous state of the vulva ly a verdict was returned that the deceased diedPeculiar to the disease, and often the first sign from shock, exhaustion, and hemorrhage from at e rificet may be recognized, and more rarely surgical operation, and that there was no blameanoherifof urethra and glans is affected. At attached to the operator, Mr. Robertson. The

restlt Part he remarks, ' Prout gives it as the jury also begged that attention might be called toatlt Of his experience that carbuncles and malig- the way in which the consultation-book of the hos-aa boyas, and abscesses allied to carbuncles, are pital was kept, and the manner in which consulta-
ever, acompanied by diabetes ; this rule, how- tions were held in that institution.-The Lancet.tio , Ppears to be by no means without excep-

a l e further says, ' Prout thought that there HYDROBROMATE OFQUINIA IN DIsEAsEs OF CHILD-
iab connection between cutaneous eruptions and DRZN.-In a communication to the Allgemeine
deet , the eruption in his view preceding the Medicin. Central-Zeitung, (No. 53, 1876), Dr.Qsease b ef ersagvstereuto i xoassoct Ut later observations have shown this Steinitz, of Breslau, gives the result of his experi-

occasi 0o to be at least infrequent ; lichen has ence of the use of hydrobromate of quinia in child-d8eae, ay been noted in the course - of the ren's diseases.
P e e m voHe used it in an extensively previling epidemic

Yaio experience shows me a very frequent as- of whooping-cough, giving it generally in a mixture
Yad , and mn a case I saw some weeks since of composed of three to five parts of hydrobromate in

1ough with very severe but chronic carbuncular one thousand of syrup ; the dose being a teaspoon-lk thOf the cellular tissue in all parts of the ful every two hours. In no case was it necessaryears' rehad been most severe eczema for three to use any other remedies. The whooping-coughpre and it was found on exaining had in twenty-three cases lasted on an average tenUb. e that it was highly charged with sugar. weeks, and in fifteen others twelve weeks, and in
lety isJect in bringing this subject before this So- the use of the remedy the paroxysms became, in the

beeto direct attention to the association of course of a week, less frequent and milder. No
With general eczema, in order that our after-effects on the alimentary canal were discover-

er, ge may be made more definite in the mat- ed. Three deaths occurred, all in very atrophie
onthly Abst. of Med. Science. and scrofulous individuals, in whom other compli-

cations were present. Dr. Steinitz takes the op-
portunity of remarking that he prescribed in several

O. 0r cases the extract of castanea vesica, which bas been
e4liaroMYl AT MELBOURNE.-A case of rather extolled as a remedy, but without good results.!tal anature, which occurred at the Alfred Hos- He also used the hydrobromate of quinia in nine

?eoOurne, has given rise to considerable cases of spasm of the glottis. Three of the patientswas taamongst the profession at the antipodes. died after only a few paroxysms. The remainingSfor o of a woman operated upon in the hos- six recovered. The medicine was prescribed as
ter deatharian disease, and in whose abdomen, stated above, and was borne weIl. In all the six

rep ,a sponge and a pair of small bulldog cases the attacks diminit3hed, at times varying from¾al We found. The Anstralian Medical the third to the fifth week in intensity as well as in
8iit (No. 187) reproduces the report of the frequency; and the duration of the disease was inC inqeomnittee, and gives a long account of no case longer than from four to six months. Thet'l Thheld on' the exhumed body of the result is satisfactory when compared with the pre-

t in The post morteni was made by Dr. vious course of the disease under the -use of other
r * Who sg, resident surgeon of the Alfred Hos- medicines, such as bromide of potassium, oxide ofund aStated: "After prolonging the incision zinc, valerian, and musk, none of which could be

ge about three quarts of bloody fluid, and a borne for several months together.
Pt put 2 inches in diameter, semi-floating Dr. Steinitz has also given the hydrobromate of

per end of the incision. I then felt quinia in the dental convulsions of children, but
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cannot as yet speak of its efficacy in this malady.
He regards it, however, as deserving a trial.-
London Med. Record, Feb. 15, 1877.-St. Louis
Medical and Surgical Journal.

EXTIRPATION OF THÈ UTERUs.-Dr. Noeggerath
performed the operation of extirpation of the uterus
at this hospital on May 1lth. The patient suffered
from cancer of the fundus. The operation consisted
in cutting through the vagina anterior to the cervix,
and separating the uterus from the bladder. The
galvanic knife was then used to divide the vagina
posteriorly. A large gum-elastic catheter, armed
with a ligature, was then carried up along the an-
terior and down the posterior surface of the uterus,
entering in front of the cervix and emerging behind
it. To this was attached the chain of the écraseur,
which was tightened, and gradually one side of the
uterus was freed from its attachnent. A similar
procedure resulted in separating the attachments on
the other side, and then the uterus readily slipped
out of the vagina. On examining the uterus the
cervix was found to be perfectly normal. In the
fundus, however, a cancerous mass was found, wtich
extended down to the os internum. During the
operation only a slight amount of blood was lost.
This was due, in great part, to the fact that after
incisions were made through the vagina a steel
dilator was used, so as to enlarge the openings
sufficiently to admit of the ligature and chain of the
écraseur being carried around the fungus.-N. Y.
Med. Journal, June, '77.

TREATMENT OF HYDATID TUMORS OF THE
LIVER The Lancet, April 7, 1877).-Dr. Wadham,
after reporting a case of double hydatid tumor of
the liver, which was rapidly destroyed by paracen-
tesis of each cyst and withdrawal of its fluid con-
tents, proceeds to remark that the principal means
suggested for the cure of these cysts were: i. Sim-
ple acupuncture. 2. The electrolytic treatment
(which consists in puncturing the cyst with two
fine needles, attached, by .means of metallic wires,
to the negative pole of a galvanic battery, and ap-
plying over the integument in their neighborhood
a moistened sponge connected with the positive
pole). 3. Paracentesis, and withdrawal of the
fluid contents of the cyst by some form of aspira-
tor. 4. Puncture, with a view of allowing the cyst
to be subsequently destroyed by suppuration. Of
these methods he considered the last, in whatever
way performed, needlessly painful, always tedious,
and open to many sources of danger. Acupunc-
ture and electrolysis, even if they could be relied
upon, had also both of them the disadvantage of
leaving for a long time in suspense the success or
failure of the operation; the gradual dispersion of
the tumor, when so treated, often occupying many
tnonths. If the cures following these forms of
operation were, as he believed, simply due to the

gradual escape of the fluid contents of the. c
into the cavity of the peritonlum, he considere
that in paracentesis and withdrawal of the fluid by
some form of aspirator, we had a safer and a
more expeditious mode of treatment. This la
was, therefore, the operation for which he had
decided preference. The instrument which he
used, instead of any form of aspirator, wa5
same that he had frequently employed in para'e
tesis of the chest. It was simply a double-act!
glass syringe, which admitted of the fluid be
gradually withdrawn from the cyst without the. a
mission into it of any air. It had, in his opI"'
the advantage of allowing the operator to regUle
in a manner not possible with an aspirator, t
amount of force employed in withdrawing
fluid, and enabling him to judge, by the resistao
experienced, when the operation should cease
Medical Timfes.

TREATMENT OF CARBUNCLE.-When the C
buncle is seen early, puncture it, and with a Ce
hair pencil, or small pointed stick, introduce i
the opening thus made the pure and undi'tt
acid. If the disease has made greater progr
and one or more small acne-like pustules ha
made their appearance on the tumor, these
carefully opened, which can be done without ca
ing pain, and the acid introduced at each oC
ing, as before indicated. The effect of the
when first applied, especially if it touch a dea
surface, is to produce a sharp stinging pain, wh
is, however, of but momentary duration. The
is local anæsthesia, and the patient is, for a t
perhaps hours, free from pain. Carbolic acid
sessing in a notable degree anesthetic, antiseP
and caustic properties, would seem to be peCU
adapted to the treatment of the disease under Coe
sideration, which is usually attended with0
pain, sloughing, and an intolerable odor. Its
in my hands has certainly seemed to dimnis'h
pain, correct the odor and arrest the s1005 1
process with much promptitude. After the
had been applied, collodion should be se
times painted over the carbuncle, and beYond
few lines, on the uninflamed skin. All /e' O
ings are to be left free, in order to give egress
discharges. Each layer or film of the C o "
should be allowed to dry before another is PU
This dressing may be renewed once daily,
collodion previously applied, if partially deta, y
should be peeled off before a new applic gO
made. If the part on which the carbuncle 01
its appearance be covered with hair, this SbP
be cleanly shaved off, otherwise the collod 0e
be difficult to remove, and at the same tie h' o
considerable pain. It is interesting to at '
collodion as it contracts upon the diseased ti ,
The skin, previously red and swollen, will " le
minutes be seen through the transparent gUi
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to have become pale and depressed, as the
eure gradually empties the engorged capillaries.
edisease is advanced, and sloughs have be-

Partly separated, they are not unfrequently
u or brought so near the openings as to

ly detached with scissors. The pressure
not give rise to pain, but on the contrary,ally affords much relief to the suffering

• The application of collodion in this dis-
has other advantages. It limits the extentdisease in decreasing the vascularity of the

and in this way lessens the inflammatory ac-
0ing on, and probably also prevents the ab-
on of pus. It also protects the surrounding
o Contact with the discharges, which, as istnowr, are capable of producing, if not an

tension of the disease, numerous small boils,h are of themselves an exceedingly annoying
lction. Should, however, any such pustules

ýi1s be formed in the course of the disease,ean be cut short by touching them with car-
tacid. After the carbuncle has been treated
the acid and collodion, it should be protected
contact with the clothing, by covering it over
a Plece of old linen or cotton cloth, saturatedSeet oil, or spread with carbolic acid cerate.

Dibr-ell, Med. and Surg. Reporter, .Phita.)

TIVE TREATMENT OF VARICOSE VEINS.-
e (Wiener Med. Zeitung, 1877. No. 8.)

first year the writer accomplished in ten
,s the artificial obliteration of the varicose
Of the leg, by ligation, in the following

er: After a bandage was applied around the
'e iCiently firmly to make the varices swellS latter were exposed by an incision, care-pOlated and ligated with catgut, at the distal

P'ximal ends. Then the veins were cutIg) ,between both ligatures, and the cutaneous
' MWas closed by interrupted silk sutures. The
sOpperation was performed under the carbol-
8ay, and an antiseptic dressing was applied
d s. The limb thus operated upon was

seurely on a splint, in order to prevent
bo and to obviate the breaking off of
'and their introduction into the circula-re ffirst dressing was, as a rule, not changed

eUgh day, when the sutures were removed.
10t alten the wound was healed, the patient

r lowed to get up till the fifteenth day.
he 0 this treatment was perfect, concern-
and Plete absence of dangerous complica-
im p Violent reaction. Lately the doctor
keo 1.d his method by substituting the sub-
ted, agature. Where the vein is to be ob-
a ,urvPrepared catgut is passed around it,
a' Thed needle, without an' cutaneous in-
ace, a e desired number of ligatures thus put
bicnePlece of strong rubber tubing, of about

ss Of the little finger, is put on the skin,

following the course of the vein operated upon.
The ligatures are tied over this tubing, while an
assistant is compressing the latter. The elastic
tension of the rubber suflices to keep the ligatures
perfectly tight and the opposite walls of the vein
in permanent apposition. After twelve hours, one
half of the ligature is removed, and after twenty-
four hours, the balance. . By this time, the rubber
has made a deep groove into the skin, and is kept
in its place by an antiseptic bandage, at least one
week. After this period, the cure can be consider.
ed as completed. As a remarkable fact is men-
tioned the total absence of any decubitus, though
the skin has been so long submitted to continued
pressure by the rubber tubing.- Chicago Mjed
Journal.

REMEDIES IN SLEEPLESSNESS.-In a recent ex-
change, Fothergill, after discussion of the cause of
sleeplessness, tabulates as follows the remedies
which have hitherto been most highly recom-
mended for this complaint:-

I.. Opium is indicated when sleeplessness is
caused by pain; when irritation of the vascular sys-
tem is present, aconite and antimony are to be
combined with it.

2. Hyoscyamus is of service when sleeplessness
depends on disease of the kidney.

3. Chloral hydrate is ineflicacious in sleeplessness
dependent on pain, though it is a hypnotic par ex-
cellence in the sleeplessness of fever, particularly in
children. This remedy is injurious in ill humor,
brain exhaustion, and in the sleeplessness of
melancholy.

4. Bromide of potassium acts as a sedative either
on the brain cells or the vessels of the brain ; it is
indicated in those cases where peripheral irritations
are present, and it is very beneficial in the sleepless-
ness which is the result of maladies of the pelvic
organs.

5. Alcohol is a powerful hypnotic in those cases
in which sleeplessness comes from sorrow, ill
humor, and mental disturbances.-Boston Med
Your.

ENTERIc FEvER; BEEF-TEA V. MILK; HEMOR-
RHAGE.-( Clinic by Sir W lenner).-" In a case,
now at the fourteenth day, there is looseness of the
bowels. On examining the stool, I find a separate
undigested curd of milk. This curd has acted as
an irritant and induced the diarrhæa, therefore you
must thin the milk, and replace it more or less by
beef-tea. It has been too much the fashion to
give much milk without due regard to its digestion.
As remedies you may give some starch with bis-
muth in enema." At the next visit, some hæmor-
rhage (of which the patient was kept in ignorance)
was reported by the nurse. On inspection it was
found to be about half a pint of dark fluid blood.
"Now, the most important point is, that this
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patient do not sit up for any purpose. A cas
which occurred during my student days impressec
nie very much. He had had hæmorrhage lik
this, but did not seem very bad; his pulse was 84
his mmd clear; he was allowed to rise to the night
stool; the hæmorrhage recurred, and ended fatall
in a few minutes. A mesenteric artery had beer
opened. You must then, by position, take off the
weight of the blood-column. Omit milk altogether,
the curd might irritate ; give beef-tea and arrow-
root ; a little softened bread ; a little brandy, twc
drachms every three or four hours, to improve the
nerve-tone; give him three grains of acetate ol
lead with acetic acid every four hours, and an
opiate enema night and morning. Observe there
is no great distension of abdomen, and there is no
tremor. I conclude the ulceration is not deep.
Wen tremor is disProportironate to other nerve-

symptoms, it indicates more depth of ulceration."
The patient did well.-Brit. Med. your., Oct. 28.

CONCUSSION AND COMPRESSION.-The diagnosis
between concussion and compression is easy enough
in well-marked cases, but often the symptoms are
so obscure and complicated that it is almost impos-
sible, at first, to determine the exact nature of the
case. Not unfrequently the case is clearly one of
concussion at first, but, as soon as reaction sets in,
symptoms of compression develop themselves, in
consequence of cerebral hæmorrhage. The fol-
lowing are the chief points which enable one to
diagnose the nature of the case :-

CONCUSSION.
i. Insensibilityalwaystakes

place immediately on receipt
of injury.

2. Breathing difficult, inter-
mittent, sometimes sighing,
but never stertorous.

3. Pulse sometimes quick,
small and thready, and inter-
mittent.

4. Pupils generally con-
tracted.

5. Skin sensitive to prick
of pin, or to pinching.

6. Surface of body cold and
pale.

7. Patient can be roused so
as to qnswer questions.

8. Vomiting and retching
are very common symptoms.

COMPRESSION.
Insensibility, although some-

times present from the first,
generally comes on gradually.

Breathing slow and labori-
ous, sometimes stertorous and
accompanied with " puffing"
movement of cheeks and lips.

Pulse slow, full and bound-
ing, easily compressible.

Pupils generally dilated.

Sensation of skin lost.

Surface of body warm, and
moist, and of natural color

Patient cannot be roused.

Vomiting and retching ab-
sent.

THE VALUE OF SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE TO
HOSPITALS.-Sir Henry Thompson presided at the
anniversary festival of the University College Hos-
pital on Wednesday evening last. A large companyj
of the supporters of the hospital, including the
principal members of the medical staff and somel
of its most distinguished former pupils, assembled.
eoing out of the ordinary routine of speeches on
such occasions, Sir Henry Thompson entered upon

e a forcible and lively vindication of the imnen
1 value to hospitals of the association with thenlJ

medical schools. Such a theme heeds little e
forcement for a medical audience ; for we all kfl0

- that the presence of medical students in a hosPi
r not only gives force, vigor, and exactness tO th
L work of the principal medical officers, but affOi

to the patients the valuable assistance of a lad
staff of skilled clinical assistants, whose daily WO.

- it is to investigate thoroughly the histories of the
diseases and watch and report their symptons, &
to perform all those minor offices immediate b

f tween nursing and medical and surgical directio
which are known as minor medicine and sujgerf
Sir Henry Thompson by no means exaggera1tý
the value to every hospital of the presence in the
wards of students of medicine. It is, howeef
very doubtful that benefit is fully appreciated Dy
the outside public, who are much more dispos .
to be acted upon by vulgar prejudices in the
matter. The excellent statements Sir gieff
Thompson made, which we are glad to see repl
duced at length in the leading papers of the d4'
will have a very useful effect, especially at the pre
sent moment.-Brit. Med. 7our.

TREATMENT OE PLACENTA PREVIA.- Dr.
Davis, of Wilkesbarre, in his address on Obstet
rics before the Medical Society of the State,
Pennsylvania, in May last, advocates the folloW
plan of treatment of placenta prævia, which i
material modification of Barnes' operation.
soon as the os uteri will admit two or three finge
pass the hand into the vagina. Ascertailn
sweeping the finger around between the placen
and uterus (without disturbing their connectiog
on what side the separation of the placenta is
extensive. Tliat will always be the side of o
least extensive attachments. Introduce twO
three fingers, on that side, up between the placen
and uterus until the border of the placenta, Whetb
the membranes begin, is reached, severingh
attachments as you go, if any remain; then h
the fingers over the border and draw the placed
forcibly down and pack it closely to the other Se
The membranes will of course, come down with
and will protrude through the open mouth 0fthe
womb. Rupture the membranes at once,
empty the womb of its waters as thoroughlY
possible. The head, if it presents, and if pain'
active, will now engage in the os, and will Cro
the placenta to the side of the cervix, on one
and will block up the open mouths of the le
upon the recent seat of the placenta on the 01
ana' the hemorrAage will cease. In every cas
which I have resorted to this procedure, Such
been the happy .esult, and I have been left
either to allow the labor to end naturally or tO
it myself by the forceps. -Amer. Jour.
Science.
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o WATER A REMEDY FOR POST-PARTUM HEM-
YIie cG.-Dr G. Jacobi, late graduate of Belle-> Conege, now assistant of Professor Schroeder,
s o , writes to his preceptor, Dr. Waterman,

O hos •i I attended, last might, in the lying-rg whsPial a case of profuse post-partum hemor-
sul Whch I was unable to control with theSch rieans, and had to send for Professory roder, who immediately arrested the bleeding

injection of hot water, 50° C."

&ie0TRER CASE OF GASTROTOMY.--M. Lannel-
e' ,) of Bordeaux, reports that ho has practised

, operation under the following condions: A man
g4 adbeen suffering from stricture of the æsoph-

t or six months, found himself utterly unablelloW any liquid food. Passage of instruments
ccnPossible, and the patient was much enfeebled.
e ngy, gastrotomy was done in pursuance of
aePlan adopted by Me. Verneuil in his successful
d tho difficulty was met with in the operation,

Oa Patient was fed for twenty-six days, but
to onary trouble led to a fatal issue. At the
t y the disease was found to be epithelioma of

%e bronhgus, and perforation had taken place into
prfcl Ia h was also seen that the stomach

IZ4.erfectly adherent to the abdominal wall. M.
e elZgj0ue thereforo gives in his adherence to the

liev 1tlat gastrotomy is a rational operation, be-
bd that it is indicated wherever life is threaten-
4eth shl aphagia. To insure success, Verneuil's

Þal solould be rigidly followed, one of the prin-
Points he lays down being that the stomach is

nera fixed to the abdominal wall by the
a . insertio.of numerous sutures before the

yi 18 OPening is made.-Journal de Medecine,77 --- Med. Review, N. Y.

s3no ,etbe W.s DISEASE IN A CHILD.--Chovstek de-

d oedizinskoie Obozrenie, April, 1876), a case
Of OW disease which ocurred in a girl, twelve

e at age, whose parents had always been healthy.
ahe Patient bas always enjoyed good health, thoughof ] Paler than her sisters. During the course

55e t two years the child gradually became
sp lid, readily became fatigued, and frequently

*ent led of pain in the chest. One month previous
Of ring the hospital her mother noticed a swell-
tha l eneck and projection of the eyes. Cardi-

eupîItus was never noticed. On entering the
4 of hr. Chovsteck noticed a remarkable protru-
%od the eyeballs ; the superior palpebræ were

i 14 wo to three lines from the cornea, andyeball i completely& the movements of the
e Q Pward and downward ; the pupils were

%etoidy dilated and reacted. The carotid and
tongl thries were dilated, and pulsated more

a usual. The thyroid gland was re-
Inicreased in size; the cardiac impulse
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was strong, and extended over several intercostal
spaces. The heart sounds were normal. Other
organs healthy. The patient was treated several
days with a weak continuous current, three minutea
at each sèance. No improvemPnt noticed. There
was a pulsation of the pulmonary artery, probably
due to hypertrophy of the right ventricle.-N. y.
Med. Jour.

MILITARY SERVICE IN THE TURKISH ARMY.-
In reply to several correspondents, Dr. Elmslie
sends the following letter to the London Lancet in
answer to those who desire to learn something of
the position, &c. of English medical officers in the
Turkish army. As I had a commission as surgeon
in the Turkish army during the Turco-Servian war,
I will state what the position then was, and which
I have reason to believe stili is.

1, He receives £25 from his Excellency Mus-
hurus Pasha (the Turkish Ambassador, x, Bryan-
stone-square, London) to defray travelling expenses
to Constantinople. When he arrives there he pre-
sents himself to the Seraskierat (War Office), in
Stamboul, and receives a month or six weeks' pay
in advance.

2. The pay ranges from £12 to £2o a month,
and each surgeon receives also rations and forage,
which he is allowed to draw once a month in kind
or money.

o. The field for practical work is immense, and,
above all, the English surgeon is in sole and full
charge of his regiment, ambulance or hospital, &c.,
and is not in any way hampered by the native doc-
tors.

t. Each medical officer is provided with a phai-
micién, and also with a horse and two or three or-
derlies.

5. The climate, on the whole, is magnificent
(though very hot in summer, and very cold in win-
ter), and the scenery is grand m the extreme.

6. The best route is to leave London any Thurs-
day evening for Paris and Marseilles, sailing from
the latter place by one of the steamers of the
Messageries Maritime Compagnie at five o'clock
on Saturday afternoon, arriving at Naples on Mon-
day, Athens on Wednesday, and Constantinople on
Friday.

No one should take out more luggage than is

absolutely necessary, but simply two suits of clothes
(one thin, and the other thick), as he must wear
Turkish uniform when out there, which is purchased1
wonderfully cheaply in the bazaars of Stamboul-
drawers, jerseys, flannel shirts, paper collars, warm
socks, two pairs of stout boots, a strong pint metíI
flask, a Whistler's British bulldog revolver and hol-
ster, a good strong knife, a Macintosh sheet, a few
leather straps, and some soap. A large bottle of
chloroform in a wooden case, a set of amputating
instruments, with a good sound tourniquet, and a
pair of bullet forceps and probe. Some good qui-
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fine is a sine quâ non, as intermittent fever is ver
prevalent, especially under the mountains and nea
the banks of the Danube, Moritza, and Morav
rivers, where miasmata abound, camps being pitch
ed without the slightest deference to hygienic prin
ciples. Astringents (especially opiates or pills o
nitrate of silver with opium, or sulphate of coppe
with opium) are invaluable, as obstinate diarrhœ
or even dysentery attack the stranger at first. H
need not take out brandy, as Mr. Nunn, at the
English Stores, Constantinople, keeps the best
but a few tins of Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica and
Liebig's Extract of Meat will be worth their weight
in gold, should he be taken ill in camp, and, from
personal experience, 1 don't think anyone should
go into the Turkish camp without these things in
the medical chest, as the food up the country issimply execrable !

He need not expect to make much money in
Turkey; but if he cares for journalism, he will
fnd, as I myself found (being the special corres-
pondent of a leading London newspaper), that itis both pleasant, instructive and lucrative.

It is imperatively necessary to obtain a passport
from the Foreign Office (price 2s.) and to forward
it to the Turkish Embassy to be stamped with the
Ottoman visa.

TAYUYA : A NEW REMEDY IN SYPHILIS.-M. L.
Faraoni, in a pamphlet published in the course of
last year, states that Ubieini found in Brazil a tribe
who suffered much from lues venerea, and who em-
ployed with success a plant having the local name
Of "Tayuya." The plant (Dermophylla pendulina)
belongs to the family of Cucurbitaceæ, and grows
in the primeval forests of Brazil. The alcoholic
extract of the root is the part employed, and it may
be injected subcutaneously in doses of fifteen grains.
It is almost always successful, relapses are rare, and
mercury and iodine are practically rendered unneces-
sary.-The Lancet.

COLONIAL MEDICAL DEGREES.--The Lancet says:T4 rh t fr i t. i

y
r
a

f
r
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To PREvENT THE FORMATION OF MILK,Peaslee, of New York, recommends that th
breasts, after delivery, be tightly strapped by me'o
of adhesive plaster. In five cases he reports perfed"
resuits.

CHOLERA MIXTURE.

R Mist. cretæ. . .............. j;
Spts. chloroformi.......... . gtt. xv;
Tinct. opii... ............. gtt. iv.

M. To be taken every two or four hours.

CHRONIc GLEET.-Chronic gleet is being cUr
in Vienna by medicated bougies composed O
gelatin combined with tannin or other suitable Oe
tringent. The bougie is passed into the uretIhr
to remain until it is dissolved.

Dr. Sutton, the last survivor of ninety-eight
surgeons and assistant surgeons with Nelsou at
Trafalgar, died recently. He had been 0oe
seventy years in the English naval service.

DEATH FROM NITROUS-OXIDE GAS.-The t
cet of April 7th reports the death, in Manchester
on March 27th, of a surgeon who had taken nitrOg
oxide gas for the purpose of having some teeth
extracted. The anæsthetic was administered .'
the dentist in the usual manner, and the operatioo
was completed, when it was found to be impossiblt
to rouse the patient. Thepost-mortem examination
disclosed fatty and valvular disease of the heart.
N Y Med. four.

To MAKE LEECHES BITE PROMPTLY. -
the leeches in a glass half full of cold water•
Cleanse the part to which they are to be appIic
carefully with warm water, and then apply tbe
glass containing the leeches to the part. hel
attach themselves with surprising rapidity. 'h
patients often speak of the bites appearing tO
simultaneous. When the animals have all becoId
attached, allow the water to escape into a spOP
or cloth, so as not to wet the patient.-Gaz.
Ital. Lomb., Dec., 1876.

e à v e g colonial degress involves
the question of "reciprocity." The colonies continue CITRATE OF CHINOIDINE IN FIvERS. - r0to re-examinemenholdingBritishqualifications before the original investigations of Buchner, recentthey are admitted to practice in those outlying pro- repeated by Haller at the General Hospita fvinces of Her Majesty's dominions. While this Vienna, it has been ascertained that the citrate
practice prevails, we fail to see the perfect fairness chinoidine is about as successful as the su]phateof requiring that degrees granted by universities quinine in the treatment of intermittent feVtfover which the Medical Council of the home country while the cost of the former is very miuc' Ofhas no sort of control, should be admitted as the than that of the latter. Haller gives a dracllosole ground of a claim to national privileges. the citrate in three ounces of water and ha

ounce of cintamon water, for two or tha-Sir Thomas Watson, M. D.. though now in his during the apyrexia. f forty cases thus trCt
16th year, continues to write for the scientific only one had a return of the fever, and tisand literary journals with all his wonted grace and j was also cured by larger doses.-Ibd; N. force of style.four.
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TORONTO, JULY 1, 1877.

THE METRIC SYSTEM.

Sohne medical gentlemen having expressed, inr earng, the difficulty which they met with in
dterstanding and converting readily the Metric

oelT into the duodecimal (or prevailing) system
SWights and measures and vice versa, we devotee Mil Portion of our space in this issue to antPlanation of it, and take advantage of the oppor-

vy thus afforded to give our readers a very
4 hvenient table for practical use in reducing
ter e weights to those of the Metric sys-u) >vhich will be found sufficiently exact for allposes.

vh'iche. Metric system is founded on the Metre,
lerve is the length of a bar of metal carefully pre-
for a in Paris from which copies have been taken
bu ase. This unit of measure was decided upont number of French philosophers who wished

restablish an universal unit of weights and mea-
The metre or unit of measure having beentdibd onl, it was desired to have a simple rela-

Zeighbetween the measure of volume and that of
of and they determined to take as their unit

ure Ight, the weight of one cubic centimetre of

Of the temperature Of 4° Centigrade,
ight'' weighed at Paris. This weight or unit of

W i was termed a gramme, or in English gram,
edth divided like the metre into tenths, hun-

teriti- and thousandths, called respectively deci-,
ed ld milli-grammes, whilst to the tens, hun-

dekaý and thousands of grammes the names of
. h> ecto- and kilo-grammes are given.
, l etre, on which the whole system hinges,
gth, all other standards of length, an arbitraryit was When the standard metre was prepared,

,ve sntended to give it a length which would
One reference to the earth's circumference,
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and it was given the length of one ten millionth
part of the distance from the equator to the pole
as measured by the French geometricians. How-
ever, this was afterwards found to be not quite
correct, as the distance from the pole to the equa-
tor has been found to be somewhat greater than
was then supposed. But the correctness or incor-
rectness of this estimation of distance cannot affect
the unit of an arbitrary system like this.

The measures of area or Square Measure and
those of capacity or Cubic Measure are easily
obtained; there are square metres and square
deci, centi and milli-metres; there are also cubic
metres and cubic deci, centi and milli-metres ;
and there are the square and cubic measures,
derived from the multiples of the metre in the
same way. The word Litre is used to signify one
cubic decimetre, rather less than an English quart.

The metric system when familiarised will be
greatly preferred to any other; its relation to.
weights of all denominations, to measures of
length, capacity and surface, being so simple, as
to be within the perfect comprehension of a child.
Besides being a decimal system, it is in perfect
harmony with the universal method of counting.
Under the old systen of tables, the various deno
minations of weights and measures have no such

relation to each other. For the sake of affording
the fullest information respecting this system,
which, having already been adopted in most
countries, is now sought to be made the universal
standard among men of science in Britain, the
United States and Canada, we give the units of

the system with their multiples and sub-multiples.

THE UNIT OF LENGTH is the Metre, derived
from the measurement of the quadrant of a meri-
dian of the earth.

THE UNIT OF SURFACE is the Are, or the square
of ten metres.

THE UNIT OF CAPACITY is the Litre, which is
the cube of a tenth part of a metre.

THE UNIT OF WEIGHT is the Gramme, which is
the weight of that quantity of distilled water, at its
maximum density, which fills a cube of the one-
hundredth part of the metre.

The following table, taken from "Attfield's

Chemistry," will still further illustrate the subject;
observing always that multiples are denoted by
Greek words, as " Deka" (ten), " Hecto" (hun-

dred), "Kilo" (thousand); and sub-divisions by
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Latin words, as " Deci" († ), "Centi" (
"Milli"- ):

c.,

1000..Kilo-metre ....... . Kilo-litre . .Kilo-gramme.
roo. . Hecto-metre Hectare Hecto-litre . . Hecto-gramme.
îo.. Deka-metre ........ Deka-litre .. Deka-gramme.
i..Metre ...... Are .... Litre........Gramme.

.i.. Deci-metre .......... Deci-litre .... Deci.gramme.
.or..Centi-metre Centi-areCenti-litre .. Centi-gramme.

.oor. . Milli-metre .......... Milli-litre . . Milli-gramme.

Were the system universally adopted, this table
is all that is necessary to be learned. For the use
of practitioners we give below a table, for the con-
version of the different denominations :
Milligramme .......... 0.01543 of an English grain.
Centigramme.......... 0.15432 f i elDecigramme .......... 1-54323 i il
Gramme .............. 1543235 , leDekagramme .......... 154-32349 tt
Hectogramme ......... ,154323488
Kilogramme .......... 15432.34880 f t fi

The following comparison table, for reducing
Apothecaries' weights to those of the metric sys-
tem, will be found exact enough for all practical
purposes:

A
Grain, ¶

"i
"' 2

3
', 5

7

"I 9
"' 15

't 20 (Bj)
6o (3j)

Drachms, 8 (Si)

Men of science

pothecaries'
weight = o.oo6 grammes.

t' = o.oo8
' = 0.0110.016

t, o.o16
t, = 0.032
t, = 0.048

= 0.065
"t = 0.13
tt = o.194

= 0324

", = 0-453
0.583

t, = 1.

, = 1.296

" =_3.89
t, =31-1

and promoters of the

t,

t,

",

t,,

meri

system hope, ere long, to be able to converse in
any language intelligently on scientific subjects,
through the adoption of an universal system of
weights and measures.

Dr. Peacock has resigned the position of Phy-
.sician to St. Thomas' Hospital, London, and Dr.

Ord is a candidate for the vacant post.

HOME HOSPITALS.

A public meeting has lately fbeen called by t
Lord Mayor of London, England, to conside
the advisability . of establishing an Associat'l
for the following purposes :-rst. To prolleC
hospital treatment, skilled nursing, a conve
cent institution, and other accommodation
the benefit of all classes when attacked by
ness who can afford to pay, and for the assistan
of the medical profession generally. 2nd.
provide, furnish, maintain, and regulate such bUîî&
ings with fittings and conveniences for the be1eb
and comfort of patients and others. 3 rd. To C

operate with the managers of the present hosPit
supported by private charity, with the objeCt
preventing the abuse of hospitals by people Wh
can afford to pay for their treatment. 4th. 12
provide for the assistance of the medical profee
sion, and for the benefit of the public, a well-re
lated hospital, to which the former can send W
confidence, private patients who can afford tO P4

adequately for the accommodation which th
require, and in which the patients will have t
advantage of being treated by their own doct
With our very limited means, as contrasted
the great wealth of England, we could of co
only in a far-off way imitate this schene o
English brethren ; but should it be found to be
paying investment in England, we doubt not thi
our capitalists here would embark small vent
in a similar institution. An English exclha
says, regarding this subject :-" The gift of
philanthropist is no doubt one of the grandi.
offerings man can lay on the altar of humanil'
The return he gets is not profit ; he has nade
investment-in the vulgar sense-but he reaS
harvest of comfort differing altogether in
from the mere receipt of dividends. But the
posal to establish a 'Home Hospital' for the vieil
do, to which admission should be on Pay De
and on payment only, might, we quite agree
carried out on such a plan as to add the. Pe
of profit to the ecstasies of philanthropy, ai' P
a fair rate of interest to investors who advalCe t
funds for the foundation of such an insttitio
But the public should see that the scheffe ¢O
appropriated by persons who have private el1

4

serve. No institution of the kind can wel,o
mand the confidence of the public if it is s
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thePersonal ends and advantage of one or two subject of Union between the American and Cana-

)y the s. If appeals are made to found such a dian Medical Associations which was mentioned
nsidd of Ptal, theré must be no cloud, nor the shadow in the President's address, the committee reported
iatio ha coud, over the motives behind the curtain. against it, and expressed the opinion that the pre--oe ohe Machinery must be public, and all the names sent system of intercourse by delegates served to
va n guarantors beyond cavil or question. There , meet the requirements. The session in its scien-

a oughtreason why the scheme should not pay. It tific aspect was more successful than many of its
y* t xto pay, for it responds to a want, which in predecessors. The thorough organization of the
tanc, atent and ramifications might almost be called sections is a great improvement on the old way ofktlOnal. On this subject, the editor of Financial conducting the Association.
bUnil& iebf remarks :-" We have reason to believe, Dr. P. G. Robinson, of Missouri, delivered the
ene t osed we know, that the scheme has attracted address on Medicine, which was a review of the

C' ¢ thSt serious attention. We understand, however, progress during the past year. He alluded to the
pit t the sponsors have wisely determined to begin outbreak of typhoid in Lancashire, Eng., from
>ct Inoderate scale, and to feel their way to suc- impure milk, and the cure of a case of rabies by

Who de Step by step, instead of plunging blindly into strychnine. He then passed on to a consideration
. V P Water. Twenty thousand pounds, with pro- of the use and advantages of salicin and salicylic

rof' We trustees, would probably suffice to begin with." acid in the treatment of rheumatism ; gelseminum
re o f for a number of years had private rooms in the treatment of facial neuralgia, coca and sev-

the Payig patients in our General Hospital, but eral other articles.
Po aa commodation for such has been very limited, In this section Dr. Morris, of Maryland, read a

the 9 tirehe danger to patients whose complaints re- paper on the effects of remedies in small doses.
the or le operative procedure, from erysipelas, more He believed that the true physiol gical effect of

ctof .ss prevalent in a general hospital, has been remedies might best be obtained by the adminis-
e C surmountable barrier to their general use. tration of small doses frequently repeated ; that

,ý on Ild not a sufficient amount of money be raised the effect of remedies is greatly increased by com-r 0  81 s Is scheme in Toronto, for the building of a bination and manner of preparation ; and that
be heal « ome Hospital" in some elevated and large doses of medicine frequently acted as irrit-
tht  etY locality of the city ? We believe that the ants, producing an abnormal state of the blood, as

4e scheme, if under proper regulation, will be the narcotism, iodism, ergotism, bromism, etc.
s0 Of meeting a serious public want; that it Dr. White, of Buffalo, gave the address on Ob-

te be of great service to the profession in treating stetrics. He referred to the formation of the
erous class of cases in respect to which great American Gynocological Society; he next passed

es at present often arise in the course of in review the books and pamphlets published on
th t Practice ; and that it deserves to meet this branch last year, and commented upon them.
o the general support of the public and the He concluded by noticing favorably the growing
J 1 1 fssiolo feeling in favor of the use of the forceps in mid-

wifery.
* le AýRICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. In the section on Surgery, Dr. Hamilton opened

S T numt othe Droceedings, after which Dr. Hodgen, of Mis-

tah e twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Amen- souri, read a paper on the value of extension in

t tedical Association took place in Chicago on the treatment of fracture of the femur, which

th ttere 6th, 7th and 8th ult., and was largely elicited considerable discussion. He was opposed
0 br. 'upwards of 7oo delegates being present. to plaster of Paris dressings and pulley apparatuses,

d 10wditch, President, delivered the annual and stated his belief that oblique suspension was the

i gt I * yThe Canadian delegates present-Drs. only suitable method. With regard to shortening
jgo >~ith&8to, Grant and Buck-were accommodated in fractures of the thigh, Dr. Hingston, of Mon-

cea teath On the platform. Meetings were held treal, offered the following resolution, which wasablefferent sections, and many interesting and adopted :-" That in fractures of the thigh, not-
Papers were read and discussed. On the withstanding the judicious employment of every
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inechanical contrivance hitherto devised, shorten- among members of a profession where fidelitying of the limb is of frequent occurrence." Dr. every interest is of such vital importance to thSayre, on the following day, entered his protest patients, to the public and to their own succeagainst the above resolution, on the ground that Every medical man, and we are happy to bait was a confession that the profession could not testimony to their general purity of conduct '0properly treat a fracture. these miatters, should be like Coesar's wife, 'b<In the section on State Medicine, Dr. E. M. suspicion."
Hunt, of New Jersey, read a very able and elo- "Detraction's a bold monster and fears notquent paper on Public Hygiene, in which hie con. To wound the fame of princes, if it find

But any blemish in their lives to work upon."
gratulated the profession and the public on the Even amn embers of the profession, calua00 1great and increasing attention paid to this most and en among me the ofe unsparsii, limportant subject, and recommended the more and e too of n urinthorough teaching of sanitary science in all the used, openly and secretly, as a means of injuIrmedicl scholsrival, by unprincipled men whose only stoc
medqca i schools. 

trade is made up of gossip and scandal-monger"The question of revising the U. S. Pharmaco- flaunted under the guise of sanctity and a hiO'
poeia was laid over for another year. Many mat- toned sentiment for professional purity. J3> So1bters of interest to the profession were discussed, means some of the brightest and best of By Pand many papers read, which we have not space fession have fro time to time had to suifer oto allude to at present. Dr. T. G. Richardson, of meriteinoe ro Let the medical atosPeLouisiana, was chosen President for the next year meried gminy. et the mdil athand Buffalo was named as the place of meeti ar be purified and kept pure, and let eachoeon the first Tuesday in June, 1878. charactrs be hel a sacred trust, until some

THE RELATIONS OF THE PROFESSION
TO THE PUBLIC.

violation makes it necessary to condemn, and th'
let the condemnation be unmeasured and effectu
At the same time let us stand ever ready to thw
the broad mantle of charity over the weaknes

an-obe of ou elw rem LLIA~ b i ht

,aem foere ogf au ,~IThe duties and relationship of the medical pro- "That vermin, Slander, is bred in abject minds,fession to the public are of the most sacred and Of thoughts impure, by vile tongues animate."
confidential character, and any breach of so sacreda trust strikes a ruthless blow at the general confi- COLONIAL MEDICAL DEGREESdence reposed in the profession by a confiding BRITISH MEDICAL COUNCIL.public; and not only should society, but more .
particularly the profession, mark with its utter Remonstrances have core from thedetestation ail offences of this nature. We are of Canada against the exclusion of legally-qu eled to this remark by certain occurrences which Canadian practitioners from recognition undergately took place in Montreal and Halifax. Both medical law of the mother-country, and particugentlemen to whom we allude, were held high in as to the grievance and detriment which they 5the estimation of their friends, respectably con- in their relation to the Merchant Shingitlg 'Osnected and of good standing in the profession. the home Legislature. The grievance (statedSuch conduct as theirs would have been inexcusa- general terms) is, that medical degrees or lictoble in any one, but a lunatic, much more so in which have been conferred under the au thOrimembers of the medical profession, whose rela- British Possessions outside the United KingdOotions with the public and duties to their patients and which respectively entitle to practise ldemand the most rigorous fidelity and purity of particular Imperial Province in which the yheart. With regard to Dr. Mondelet, no young granted, give at present no professional staoman could have started in life under more favora- other parts of the British Empire; and the qUble circumstances, and no one probably could of principle which the Council had to deteraifl yohave made more speedy and hopeless shipwreck. that of admitting such degrees or licenses toNothing short of sterling integrity will suffice 'registered as qualifications under the Media
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Mr. SIMON oe h olOi eouSs moved the following resolution, which DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE.-The Massachusetts State

ohat Medi y Dr. SToRnAR, and carried :- Board of Health recommends, that no city or townutho cal qualifications granted under legal shall be permitted to discharge sewage into anyourItY i any part of Her Majesty's dominions stream or pond whatever, without first purifying ipratise the United Kingdom, and entitling to temo effectve wt
Sti such part should be registrable within by the most effective known processes, certaiCainted Kingdom on the same terms as qualifi- existing rights being duly allowed for, and an im-
t are granted within the United Kingdom, munity from nuisances being guaranteed ; that no

f the aearate alphabetically arranged section sewage, whether purified or not, be allowed to
enter any pond or stream used for domnestic pur-
poses; that irrigation be adopted, by way of

ANADA experiment, where some process of purification ofe IAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. sewage is required, and that cities shall have
e annual meeting of the Canadian Medical power to take lands for that purpose; and that

f atn l Mtheaadian thedicahevery city and town having over four thousand
temwber. e inMdd rea nd te tinhabitants, be required to appoint a Board of%Ptember An Address and Reports are Health. It is further recommended that no manu-r the following gentlemen: factory be established in the future for carrying onr. iingston, Pressdent,-Address- trades that yield refuse matter, or shall be per-edic, George Ross, Mullen and Sweetland,- mitted to discharge polluting substances into any

brs. i stream or pond used as a source of domestic sup.HRihign andicî,

ring',
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The only proper means of disposal for sewage

and city offal is by converting it into composr
suitable for gardeners' use, thereby returning to
the soil enriching elements of which it is con-
stantly being deprived for the production of food.

SCHOOL FOR TRAINING NURSES.-It is proposed
to establish a school for training nurses in connec-
tion with the Toronto General Hospital. Miss
Goldie, Lady Superintendent of the Hospital, wili
assume the management. She has had considera-
ble experience in the Franco-Prussian war and in
British and Continental hospitals, and is therefore
eminently qualified for such an undertaking. It,
is proposed to take in about twenty young women.
and distribute them in the different wards, where-
they will have to discharge the duty of the nurses,
already in the place. The period of residence
will be about six months, and the fee will be $5o-
for the period, which includes board and lodging.
Appropriate lectures will be given during the ses_
sion by medical gentlemen in the city. Those
wishing to enter should apply to Miss Goldie at
once.

,Jgpgpy sn, Oldright and Kincaid,-

Ob srJames Ross, Strange and Rosebrugh,-
n rs. '

Fulton, D. Clarke and Hornibrook, -
>tdence. c New Remedies and Medical Yuris-

] Osler, Graham and Farrell,-Necrology.
&Jrs ioward, Hodder and Parker,-Medical. and Literature.
rocqMarsden, Playter, Baynes, Tye, Martin,

ue, Ross (Quebec), Botsford, Canniff andngs,-Clmatology.

1rhose having papers to read should notify the
ret ecretary, Dr. David, Montreal, to that

r rrangements will be made for reduced
ose attending the meeting.

Chang ATION OF SEWERS. - One of our ex-
Þtac refers to a plan of ventilating sewers, of aufk character, suggested by Judge Coursol,

eatreal. It consists in running up metal
the ~ Intervals along the road-side, higher than

S )ses, to carry off the sewer-gases into the
gThe Pipes could be made ornamental, and

1eris be Placed so as to be no obstruction. This
it ased on the plan now adopted in connec-

use.h yventilation of water closets in dwellingt is practicable, and well worth a trial.

odermic in-
om l to j a
sults in trau-

WOORARA IN TETANUS.-The hyp
jection of woorara, in quantities of fr
grain, has been used with excellent re
matic tetanus (Schmidt's Jahrbucher).
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THE "SPHYGMOGRAPH -- NEW PROCESS
REGISTERING.-One of the most remarkable a
plications of photography is that by which it
now made to register, and in the most accura
manner, the mechanical action of the huma
heart. The device by which this result is attaine
is, indeed, a triumph of inventive skill. It Co
sists of a thin india-rubber bag, to which a sho
glass tube is attached; sufficient mercury is poure
into the apparatus to fill the bag and a portion
the tube, and the instrument is then placed ove
the heart of the person to be examined. Arrange
in this manner every pulsation of the heart is ind
cated by a corresponding movement of the mercur
in the tube, and, by suitable photographic appara
tus, provided with a moving sensitive slip of papeï
a perfect registration of the extent and rate of th
pulsations is obtained. The interesting fact i
made known by this process that the fall of th
pulse sometimes takes place in successive horizon
tal lines and sometimes in ascendant lines, th
column re-ascending two or three times befor
falling altogether.

PRESENTATIONS.-Dr. Lett, of the Asylum fo
the Insane, London, on his leaving for Toronto
was presented with a handsomely prepared address
by the London Medical Association. It spoke o
the regret felt at his departure, and the services he
had rendered the Association in the contribution
,of papers on the special branch of the professionwhich he had followed. The address was signed
by Dr. Payne, Secretary, and the members of the
Association.

Dr. Metcalf, of the Toronto Asylum, was
also the recipient of a beautiful silver service
and an address from the employees, and a hand-
sone piece of plate by the officers of the Asylum,on the occasion of his removal to the London
Asylum. Dr. Clark, the Medical Superintendent,
in a short speech expressed his sincere sorrow at
losing the services of so efficient an officer. Dr.
Metcalf would fill his new position with honor to
himself and credit to the institution.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, ENGLAND.
D. Fraser, M.D., Trinity College, Toronto, has
successfully passed the examination of the Royal
College of Surgeons, England, and was adnitted

*a member of that body on the 23rd of May last.

ADA LANCET.

OF NEW METHOD OF CURING ANEURISM -In -
p- June issue of the N Y Med. Journal is describeis a method of curing aneurism, which is somewha
te novel. It consists in suspending, by means Of $
n pulley, a conical shaped bag filled with shot, s0
d to compress the artery, above the aneurism The
i- apex of the cone, which is not pointecd, but abOUt
rt an inch in diameter, has a piece of cork or ind
d rubber fitted into it. The weight of the bag of
of shot is about twelve pounds, and the pressure
r regulated by means of the pulley suspended fr10
d the ceiling. The pressure is usually applied lightl1
i- for the first twenty-four hours, after which it is g'
y dually increased.

SPREAD OF DISEASE BY FUNERALS.-There a
no doubt many instances, both in town and co0w

e try, where diseases are disseminated at funerab

e by people congregating in and about the residen"
of persons who have died of scarlet fever, dip'

- theria, measles, whooping-cough and other co

e tagious diseases. This consideration leads tO the
question of the propriety of private funerals il g
such cases-instead of the old-fashioned publ'ý
or church furierals. The health authorities shofr
also insist upon the family of the deceased P
lishing with the announicement of the death hparticular contagous disease of vhich the ati

f had died, so as to give suitable warning in advan

TRINITY MEDICAL SCHOOL. - Trinity e
School, whose affiliation as the Medical Dep?
,ment of the University of Trinity College Was
unjustly cancelled by the Senate of TorontO
versity, and which received a separate Act
Incorporation during the last session of the L
lature in order to enable it to affiliate with
'University or Univertities," has become re
liated with Toronto University. A member of t
Faculty will be placed upon the Senate of t
University to look after the interest of the Scho 1'
Students attending the School will have theU 1e
advantages of ahl the honors the Provinclversity has to bestow.

GYNÆCOLOGY.-Authors of books, par1pb
essays, theses, etc., upon Gynæcological or Obs
ric subjects, in all languages, are requested toel
such to Dr. Chadwick, Sec. to Am. Gynfecolo< of
Society, Boston, in order to insure the insertion
their titles in the current Bibliographical 'c'which will be published each year in the Tra
tions.
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Word NQEbecomes our duty to spealWore r two to those who have for some timi
n eiCved the benefits of this journal, withou

au vay contributing to its support. We canot aford, in the face of these hard times, to
01t haue sending it unless the arrears are paid upe have endeavored to be as lenient as our cirehIIstances would allow, and in many instances

b have been amply repaid, both financially and
y bgratitude of those we have favored in this
a but what shall we say of the attempt on the

Partf some medical men that we could name, taePIdiate the payment of a just debt, on the paltry
the dishonorable plea that " they never orderedh Journal," and this, be it remembered, aftervlig taken it from the post-office regularly and3 P ropriated it to their own use, for two and ine instances three and four years ! !!

o 41poINTMENTS.-R. McDonald, Esq., M.D., of
tent'Wa, has been appointed Surgeon of the Peni-
beetiary in Manitoba. Hon. Dr. O'Donnell has
f r-elected President of the Manitoba Collegebee Ysicians. Dr. Haggarty, of London, has
oappomnted Medical Superintendent of the

aorthaestern Territory, charged with the duty of
attlefording the Indians; he will be stationed at

befad John Gunn, M.D., of Ailsa Craig, to
e 1ssociate Coroner for the county of Mid-

be an John Carroll, M.D., of Don Mount, to
A.. ssociate Coroner for the county of York.
ASSJ campbell, M.D., of Gravenhurst, to be an

date Coroner for the District of Muskoka.

CALEDONIAN SPRINGS. -The Caledonian
onglr Spnngs of the lower Ottawa have been

d favorably known as affording great reliefore4anY confirmed cases of chronic rheurnatism,
selvesPecially where the patients can avail them-

0 a f the baths by a residence at the springs.
arab hotel has therefore been erected, at con-

ale expense, in connection with the springs,
Yea' neopen from June to October in each

bo ''s at the ing visitors will do well to secure
e COsietheearliest moment, as there is likely to

warrn Siderable demand, especially during the
eather.

Trhe i
aho eeting of the Ontario Medical Council is

ed to take place on the 3rd inst.

VASELINE.-This is a fatty extract, prepared from
e coal oil, free from smell, having an amber color
t with a translucent, jelly-like appearance. It is
- now superseding lard, in Pharmacy, for the basis

of ointments. It is also used in the New York
. hospitals as a lubricator for catheters, speculums,
- etc., instead of olive oil, having been found supe-

rior for that purpose. This substance possesses a
well-known invigorating influence upon the growth
of the hair, and prevents Alopecia. A pomade
made of it, and perfumed with otto of roses, is a
la mode as a hair dressing among the fashionable.

REMOVAL.-The Registry office of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Ont., has been removed
to old King's College building in the Queen's Park,
Toronto. This change is in consequence of the
Government having sold the building in which the
Registry office was formerly located. The Regis-
trar, Dr. Pyne, who is always attentive and oblig-
ing, will be found in the office as usual during
office hours, between i and 3 o'clock p.m. His
private residence is 219 Gerrard St. East.

THE QUACKs.-Detective Smith is still hunting
up the quacks. At Burford, " Dr." Cuttle was
fined $2o: At Bell River, " Dr." Lemire was
fined $25. J. H. Christie, of Merritton, was fined
$25 ; Christopher Zegher, of Tavistock, son of
Peter Zegher, previously fined, was mulcted $25,
and N. Kenney, Woodstock, $2o and costs. In-
formations have been laid against a number of
others in the Province.

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. -

The first annual meeting of this Association will
be held at Niagara Falls on the fourth day of Sep-
tember next. The titles of all papers to be read
at any annual session shall be forwarded to the

Secretary, L. D. Bulkley, M.D., New York, not
later than one month before the first day of the
session.

gporto of $ggittigg.

BRANT COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The regular quarterly meeting of the above Asso-
ciation was held in the Kerby House, Brantford,
on Tuesday, June 5 th. The following members
were present :-Drs. Digby, (President,) Dr. Philip



(Vice-President), Dr. Harris, (Secretary-Treasurer), Dr. Mostyn brought up the question of feesDrs. Griffin, Henwood, Cooke, Kitchen, Burt, examination in cases of life assurance, and a I1Clarke, and Bown. A large amount of miscellane- tion was adopted directing the secretary, Dr. Lyllous business was disposed of, after which the to ascertain, in writing, the opinion of each rnedmeeting adjourned to be convened again at Brant- cal man in the division upon the matter, and rePOford on the first Tuesday in September. at next meeting.
Dr. Beatty submitted a motion opposing yeafBATHURST AND RIDEAU MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. examination of medical students who study outThe annual meeting of the Bathurst and Rideau Ontario, as prescribed by the Medical Council,Medical Association was held at Pembroke, (or being unnecessary and expensive.rather on Board the steamer 'ohn Egan as she The election of officers was then proceeded Viiproceeded up the Ottawa River.) There were Dr. Sweetland moved, seconded by Dr. KellO'about 40 members present, amongst whom were that the Secretary be instructed to prepare an

Drs. Grant, (President,) Hill, Sweetland, Wright, transmit to the widow of the late Dr. Beaubie'
Mallock, McCrea, Carmichael, Lynn, Logan, Beatty, letter of condolence expressive of their esteen' foJ
Baird, Mostyn, Patterson, Burns, Pickup, Ferguson, her late husband, and sympathy in her bereave
O'Brien, McEwen, Kellock, Munro, Giles, Irwin, ment.
Dickson, Lafferty, Desloges, McAdam, McIver, Votes of thanks were then tendered to the PreForbes, Ward, McIntosh, Judge, Mann, Pare and sident and officers, which were duly acknowledged
Rattray. The minutes of last meeting were read
and approved. The President then delivered an a
able and interesting address, which will be found
in another column. CHEMICAL AND MICROSCoPICAL ANALYSIS OFA vote of thanks was tendered the President for URINE, by G. B. Fowler, M.D., New Y'his eloquent and instructive address, with a request Published by G. P. Putnam's Sons. Toronto
for its publication in the CANADA LANCET. Wilhng & Williamson.

A discussion then followed upon the topics A CASE 0F RECURRING SARCOMATOUS TUMOr
opened up by the President's address, in which THE ORBIT IN A CHILD, by Thomas HayM
Drs. Dickson, Mostyn, Giles, Pickup, Hill and Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston.
others participated. DIAGNOSIS 0F URETHRAL STRICTURE n'i

Dr. Pickup read a report of two cases occurring BOUGIES, by J. W. White, M.[. PhiladelP B
in the practice of Dr. Cranston, of Arnprior, the J. B. Lippincott & Co.
latter being unavoidably absent; the first case ---being of medullary cancer, occurring in the upper ý itger and Lettuo.
jaw of a woman and which was successfully re-
moved. The second case related to a peculiar in- At Londonderry, N. S., on May 16th, the
jury which was inflicted on the jaw of a man by a of James Kerr, M.D., of a son.
violent blow from a piece of wood, and the special On the 29th of May, A. L McDiarmkl d9
steps taken for the restoration of the parts. M.D., of Bryanston, to Mary Amelia, daughte

A vote of thanks was tendered to Dr. Cranston, the late Robert Ferguson, of London townhP
and he was requested to publish is paper in the On the 5th of June, George W. Wright,CANADA LANCET. of Berlin, Ont., to Mrs. Carrie Walker, wido*CAsesA for dcsn rthe late Robert Walker, Esq., M.D.Cases for discussion were introduced by Dr. Laf- On the 6th of June, A. J. Sinclair, :ferty on Traumatic Tetanus, by Dr. Giles on pecu- Paris, Ont., to Amelia, daughter of CaptaInliar uterine discharge. Bride, of Port Burwell.The President appointed Dr. Kellock, of Perth • ---Lafferty, of Pembroke; and Sweetland, of Ottawa,' On the st of May, of gastric fever, E. sto prepare and read papers at the next meeting.

The committee on the code of ethics was re-ap- * The chargefor notice of Births, Mariages adn tfify cents, which should be forwarded in PosAta0-pointed to report at next meeting. -r th te communication.
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(IF1111111
This Extract is prepared from thebest Canada Barley Malt, by an imlrov j»rocess Ic77

prevents injury to its properties by excess of heat. It is less than half as expensive as the
foreign extract ; it is also more palatable, convenient of administration, and will not ferment.

Attention is invited to the following analysis of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of Chemistry, UNIVER-
'IrrY oi MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor:

" TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO. :-I enclose herewith my analysis of your ExTRACT OF MALT: Malt Sugar
(Glucose), 46.1; Dextrine, Hop-bitter, Extractive Matter, 23.6; Albuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.469; Ash-Phosphates,
1.7,12; Alkalier, .377; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958.

" lu comparing the above analysis with that of the Extract of Malt of the GERMAN PHARMACOPmIA, as given by Hager,
that bas been so generally received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article.

"Yours truly, 81LAS H. DOUGLAS,
" Prof. of Analytical and Applied Chemistry.''

This invaluable preparation is highly recommended by the medical profession as a most effective therapeutie agent for
the restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. It is very nutritions, being rich in both muscle and fat-producing
Imaterials.

By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and English) as
N.emeyer, Trousseau, and Aitken, the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired, difficult and "irritable"
digestion, loss of appetite, sick beadache, chronie diarrhoa, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the debility of
females, and of the aged, in retarded convalescence from exhausting diseases, and indeed most all depressing maladies,
n which it has been found very.sustaining and strengthening, and admirably adapted for building up and invigorating the
system. It is often well borne by the stomach when every kind of food is rejected, thus actually sustaining life.

The presence of a large proportion of Diastaie renders it most effective in those forms of disease originating in imper-
fect digestion of the tarchy elemente of food.

A sngle dose of the Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active properties of malt
than a pint of the best ale or porter; and not baving unlergone fermentation,is absolutely free from alcohol and carbonic
acid.

The dose for adults is from a dessert to a tablespoonful three times daily. It Is best taken after meals, p ire, or mixed
with a glass of milk, or in water, wine, or any kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottle contains ONE 4ND ONE HALF
POUNDS of the Extract. Price $1.00.

In addition to the Extract of Malt with lops, the attention of physicians is invited to the following combinations:
Improved 1

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT,
FERRATED.

Each dose contains four grains of the Pyrophosphate of
Iron. Particularly adapted to cases of anomia. PRIcE,
$1.00.

Improved

TROMMERS EXTRACI 0F MAL
WITH CTRATE OF RON AND QUINIA.

Appropriate where Iron and Quinine are jointly indicated.
Very beneficial in the anomic state following autumnal
fevers in chlorosis, enlarged spleen, carbuncles, boils, &c.
It is a pleasant tonic, the bitter taste being very effectually
disgaised. Each dose contains four grains of the Citrate of
Iron and Quinia. PRICE, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT,
with HiYPOPHOSPHITES.

Far superior to any of the " Syrups " of Hypophosphites,
and invaluable in anomia, scrofulous, tuberculous, and other
eachectic conditions. In the varions affections to which scro-
fulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries of
the spine, &c., it is very efficacious. This combination is,
in certain cases, even more efficient iL exhaustion from undue
lactation than the Extract of Malt with Hope. PRicE, $1.50.

9

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
with the IODIDES OF IRON and MANGANESE

The experience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson and others
in the use of this combination of salts bas been fully confirmed
by more recent experience. Particularly recommended in
anemia dependent upon scrofula, phthisis, cancer, the syphi-
litic cachexy, enlarged spleen, and in chlorosis where Iron
alone bas failed. Each dose contains one grain each of the
1odides of Iron and Manganese. PRIcE, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT,
with ALTERATIVES.

Each dose contains the proper proportions of the 1odie of
Calcium and Iron, and of the Chlorides and Bromi4s of
Magnesium, Sodium, and Potassium. This combinationlof
the most potent alteratives with tonies and restoratives has
been successfully employed in the different forms of disease
dependent upon the " modified scrofulous diathesis," as
general pervertod glandular action, disease of the bones and
cartilages, catarrhal affections of the eye, ear, and naso-
pharyngeal mucous surfaces, eczematous, and other euta-
neous eruptions, in rheumatic arthritis, scrofilous rheurna-
tism, &c. PRICE, $1.50.

PREPARED BY

T0OMMEP'S EXTLAOT OF MALT 00.,
E'l:bmEmOlTTr OI-IIO-

For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada.

THE IMPROVEDTROMMERIS
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to cal the attention f the Professiongeneraîly, to some °f the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and uniform

strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENIU N EPANCR.EATIC EMULSION and PANCREATINE
The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly establNshed, that tEey may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No sinall portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the host fastidjous, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, mlk, &c. In alcases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the tomac, PancreaticEmulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringstregth and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunet to the O , which theyasuist in digesting.

PANCREA.TINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver O, with whichif shaken, it readily forms an Etulsion This preparation whenprescribed by itelf will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is largelyused in England.
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: Arelable combination oflPa .h thePEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests al kinds ofoo th F°NAa us, Fian OU ,

9and OLEÂQINOIJS, (being a combination of the several
active principles of the di2estive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &.)Five grains of the Powder dige4ts-1oo grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starch.
BEST FOOD FOR INF.ANTS, As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Russia.5 eeigInfants on the best, i. e. the most nourigkhing and eagily
digeted Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger ofe.nployingStrck, in the fori os Cos Flour and other highcl sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.This Food reeible cother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishment
in the most digestible and convenient formn.DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchitis.Recommended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefu!ness in cases of short and difficult breathing,
spasmodic cough ng. &c. Grown onl>' by Savory and Moore, and prepared in ail fortos for smoking and inhalation.Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the Dominionand America.

John Reynders & CO., MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
(UNDER THF COLLEGE OF PHVsICIANS AND SURGEONS

,... .~,ManUfacturers and Importers o

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopoedical Instruments,

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

n e tlanufactire and Importation of everyarticle used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Illus†'ated Catalogue and Price Listmailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.

0F l'H EU versity of Buffalo,
BUFFALO, N.Y.

Prelininary Terni begins . Oct. 3.
Regular Tern . Nov. 7.

FEES.-Matriculation, $5.00. Faculty, $100,00. PerpetualTicket, $150.00. Graduation Ticket, $25.00.
For further information or circular, address

THOS. F. OOHIES ER, M.D., Dean,
BUFFALo, N.Y.

$4000 A YEAR.
A Medical man wishes to dispose of lis property and

good wiIl of practice worth $4000, or would sell good widl ofpractice, and rent dwelling bouse, out-houses, ». TheCounty Town is surrounded by an excellent farming coun-
try. Practice bas been as high as $7000, but on account ofill health have had to reduce to above figures. For addressapply to LANO rr OFFicE, TosiONTO.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Liver.

The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and flavor-having a
Oil that can be depended upon as strictly . bland, fish-li:e, and, to most persons, not
pure and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It.is so sweet and pure
been long felt by the Medical Profession that it can be retained by the stomach
we were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
facture at the Fishing Stations. where the become fond of it.
fish are brought to land every few bours. The secret of making good Cod-Liver
and the Livers consequently are in great lillies in the proper application of the
perfection. Aroper degree of heat; too much or too

This Oil is manufactured by us on the little will seriously injure the quality.
sea-shore, with the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fresh, healthy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
without the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
simplest process and lowest temperature marketisthemakeof manufacturerswho
by which the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.
the cells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Prof. Parker. of New York, says: "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."
After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod

Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.
The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.

CASWELL, HAZARHD & CO. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonics,
as combined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
of Iron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-
come, without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordial, delicious to the taste
and acceptable to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly [rom the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not
from ITS ALKALOIDS OR TUEIR SALTS-beinL, unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are simply an
Elixir of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-
ert-spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Clalisaya Bark with Strychnia.--This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added
to each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each
table-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD & 00., CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTs, New York.

CUTLER'S
POCKET INHALER

AND

Carbolate of Iodine Inhalants

A REMEDY for ail NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-
eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of ail those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to ail
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words:

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish it8
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the handa of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly

p ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.
Kept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y

Saméples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

Awarded the only Medal and Special Diploma for Improved Phar
macopæia, Medicinal, and Mschanical Plasters, in Rubber Comt-
bination, over all Foreign and Anerican Competitors, at Cen-
tennial Exhibition.

SEABURY & JOHNSTON,
MANUFAcTURERs OF

Offtcinal Medicinal, Spread, Porous, Silk, Mustard, Muslin
Wracing Cloth, Kid, Corn, Bunion, and Court

P L A S T E R S.
Office, 30 Platt St., New York. Factory Brooklyn.

Direct producers of every conceivable Plaster used in Surgery and
Pharmacy, of the most approved and improved character.

Special FPormulm made to order.
Every article guaranteed to be of strict Pharmacopia strength, and

incorporated with the most reliable Extracts and Drugs.
BeUladonna Plaster.-We ineorporate the Officinal Alcoholic

Extract only. Recent analysis, fairly conducted by competent chen-
ists, emphatically condemns the lnspissated Extract as a mild>and un-
stable product, representing but one half or les than one half of the
strength of the U. S. P. Alcoholie Extract of Belladonna. The follow-
ing result, published in the Anerican Journal of Pharmacy, in
April, 1876, page 145, is furnished for your consideration, which
indicates the following percentage of Atropia in the respective Ex-
tracts:-

Alcoholic Extract Belladonna, U. S. P................. 2,571
Allen's English Extract .... .......................... 1,411
Herring's " " .............................. 1,179

The practitioner, as well as ourselves, bas but one choice.
Rubber Adhesive Plaster is applied without heat or moisture

Very flexible, conforms instantly to the skin, is perfectly water-proof
contains no irritating property. Has no equal in counter-extension.
Can be had on twilled linen. Adhesion is greatly increased by having
it in prous form.

Mustard Plaster. An improvement over best French makers.Is spread on flexible muslin instead of paper.
Blister Plaster. Always reliable. Is more active , than the

Cerate. Is not inpaired by age.
Capsicum Plaster. The best rubefacient known-mild, continu-

ous, and stinulating. We do not incorporate the oleo-resin. We use
the crude drug in sufficient quantity. Does not blister.

JUDGE'S REPORT (Condensed); Originality : The successful
application of Rubber as a base for all Medicinal and Mechanioal
Plasters. Reilability : And general excellence of Manufactures.

The trade supplied by all Wholesale Druggists in Canada.
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T e attention of the inedical profession is invited to this instrument as the most perfect ever invented for treating Prolapsus Uteri, orFalhng of the Womb It is an Abdominal and Uterine Supporter combined.The Abdominal Support is a broad morocco leather belt with elastie straps to buckle around the bips, with concave front, so shaped as toThe Uterine Support is a cup and stemn made of very hpolised hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to fit the mouth of the
wombwnth openings for the secretions ta pass ont, and which'can be bent t any curve desired, by heating in very hot water.

Tecup and stem is suspended the bet by two so t elastic Rubber Tubes, fhith are fastened to the front of the belt by simple loops,
paes down troug the stene of the lup and up to the bak the bel. These soft rub eing elastic adapt themselves to ail the vary-
fl otin f nthune body aId pcrformi these rvice of the liganments of the womb. brtbs1enorayex Itenatu s very comfortable to the patient, cai be removed or replaced hy ber at will, can be worn at ail times, will

notlntrfee ithnatre'-;necessitieswl n ot cor-rode, and is lighter than metal. It will answer for aIl cases of Anteversion, Retroversion,Or aDy Flexion of the Woinb, and is used by the lcading Physicians with never failing success even in the mot difficuit cases.
Pric e-to Physicians, $8.00; to Patients, $12.00.Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on r eceipt of price, with 20 cents added for postage ; or by express, C.O.D.Or. MOCNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER CO.,296 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.luale pamphlet, "lSome Practical Facts about Displacement of the Womb,'' will be sent you free on pplication.

Holiday, Wedding, or Birthday Present.
AUTOMATIC CRYSTAL FOUNTAIN.

nlf4ting; RnMtng ns Pressure of water.
Blue Glass Basin and Globes, The Grand Hotel, accommodating three hundred guet, willmounted on a Golden-Bronze Stand- be open fromard, with Polished Marble Base.
No 'pings, weights, or hidden May 31 st ta October.mechanisin, but a simple law o May 3 t to cT ob rhydrost-ttics pr-actically applied.

The apparent absence of t.
mo vepower e.Xc ucs general wonderment

anti surpsris-
Alwavs reliable, and in order.
A litle Cologne added to the watermakes it a delightful
Perfume Fountain,

at slight expense, as the water is n1sed

O1M 1ON4TREAL OR
OTTAWA.

As a Summ,4 ort, Caledonia Springs is unsurpassedwhile the efficacy of tye waters and baths in al RheumatieCutaneous and Chron diseases generally, is full attested
by the many wonderful cures effected and the testimony of
G. W. Campbell, A:M., M.D., Montreal; J. A. Grant, M.D.,F.R .S dnurgh, Ottawa ; Dr Merrin Q b-
F.ag R. C.agH. Brown, Prescottu Dr. I. ilOttawa ae ec; Dr. Wh.Height to top of Basin, 21 in. leading practitioners. , and many other

Price Complete, 15.More elaborate styles furnished; aîso Toe Waesubp.Agnswatd 
edn foricgsa.Fountains for Garden or Lawn ipon same Address the Grand Hotel Co., Ottawated.aSendnia circula.principle. tdrAddress for Circular

JAMES W TUFTS,to 39 Bowker Street, J. SWEETLAND, M. D., President.BOSTON, MASS. 
K. ARNOLDI, Sec.-Treas.

DIATOMS B RIG HA HALL,
FINE SLIDES BY NEW PROCESS, CAB R IG H A N YAR ,From Virginia Maryland and California. 6o cents each. CANANDAIGUA, NEW YRKFour for $2, post-paid. Discount to trade. AN ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE OF THE PRIVATE CLASS,Circular free. INCORPORATED BY SPECIAL ACT IN 1859.C. L. PETICOLAS, Inquiries may be addressed to

635 8th Street North, DR. D. R. URRELL,
RICHMOND, VA.DR.D R.BURRELL,

Resident Physilcan.
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B. A. MITCHELL & SON,
114 Dundas Street West, North Side,

LONDON, ONT.
We beg leave to draw the attention of the Physicians of Ontario to our preparations of

Tinctures, Elixirs, Fluid Extracts and Syrups,
Which we warrant as good, if not superior, to American preparations which flood our markets. Our laboratory is managed
by a practical chemist, who is also a graduate of medicine, and knowing the wants of the profession, we ask for a share of
their patronage, knowing that our goods will compare with any, not only in regard to quality but in price. Physicians
will confer a favour by calling on us when in London. Correspondence promptly attended to; private formulas prepared.
We also have in stock a full line of

TRUSSES, ELASTIO GOODS, SHOULDER-BRACES, SUPPORTERS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
at New York prices.

PETROLEUM

dWSend for quotations ; price-list and catalogue sent to any address.

VASELINE
JELLY

The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, is called to this article, and to the fact that it
is favourably regarded and extensively used both in the United States and England, by the profession,
and by pharmacists for OINTMENTS, CERATES, &c.

As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISM
SKIN DISEASES, CATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused and inflamed
surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA, and of THROAT
and CHEST complaints, the best results are obtained. 25c., 50c. and pound bottles $1.00.

VASELINE was awarded a Grand Medal and Diploma at the centennial Exposition, Philadelphia, 1876. Report of Judes. "Noveltgreat vaiue in pharmacy, unequalled purity, and superiority of manufacture." Professor Wm. Odling, F.R.S., Great Britain; ofessor C.
Chandiler, New York; Prof. Rudolph Van Wagner, Germany; Prof. F. A. Genth, Pennsylvania; Prof. I. F. Kuhlman, France; J. W. Mallet,
Virginia. Pomade vaseline, vaseline Cold Cream, Vaseline Camphor Ice, are ail exquisite toilet articles made from pure Vaseline,
and excel al @imilar ones. 25-., 50L. and C1.00.

AGENT S--LyuinanS, Claire & Co., N1ontreal, and Lymian Bros., Toronto.

J.e .BI
MANUFACTURER OP

AND

ORTHOPRDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
109 SOUTH EIGHTH ST., PH1LADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermie Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawkeley's Metallic
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &o.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

AN INDISPENSABLE REQUISITE
For every Teacher, Advanced Student, Intelligent Family,

THE BEST ENGLISH DICTIONARY:

Webster's Unabridged.
The best practical English Dictionary extant."--Londou Quarterly

Review, Oct., 1873.
Fromn the Chief Justice of the United States:

Washington, D. C, Oct. 25,1875.-- The book has become indispensa
hie tn every student of the Engiish language. A Law Library is not
complete without it, and the Courts look to it as of the highest authority
in ail questions of definition. -MoRRIsON R, WAITE.

POUR PAGES COLORED PLATES.
Published by G. & C. MERRIAX SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS
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University of the City of New York.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:

410 East Twenty-Sixth St, opposite Bellevue Hosp italNew York City

THIRTY-SEVENTH SESSION.-1877-78.

Faculty of -Medicine.:
REV. sOWARD CROSBY, D.D. LL.D., Chancellor of the WILLIAM H. THOMSON, M.D., Professor of MateriaUniversity. 

Medica and Therapeutics.
ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL.D., Professor Emeritus of j. W. S. ARNOLD, M.D., Professor of Physiology andClinical Surgery; President of the Faculty. Histology.
CHARLES INSLEE PARDEE, M.D., Professor of Diseases JOHN T. DARBYM.D., Professor of Surgery.of the Ear; Dean of the Faculty.
MARTYN PAYNE, M.D., LL.D., Pro.essor Emeritus of J. WILLISTON WRIGHT, M.D., Professor of ObstetricsMateria Medica and Therapeuties. and Diseases of Women and Children. o
JOHN C. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry. FANEUIL D. WEISSE, M.D., Professor of Medical andALFRED L. LOOMIS, M,D., Professor of Pathology and Surgical Anatomy.

Practice of Medicine. R. A. WITTIAUS, Jr., M.D., Associate Professor of Chem-
WILLIAM DARLING, A.M., M.D., F.R.C.S., Professor of istry and Physiology.

Anatomy. 
JOSEPH W. WINTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Post Graduate Facuti :
D. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, M.D., Professor of Ophthalmogy. MONTROSE A. PALLEN, M.D., Professor of Gynoecology.WM. A. HAMMOND, M D., Professor of Diseases of the HENRY G. PIFFARD, M.D., Professor of Dermatology.Mind and Nervous System. HE . PIFFARD, M.D., Professor of Demalogy.STEPHEN SMITH, M.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery. A. E. MACDONALD, M.D., Professor of Medical Juris-J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D., Professor of Diseases of the prudence.

Genito-Urinary System. 1 JOSEPH W. HOWE, M.D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.
THE S OLLEGIATE YEAR is divided into three Sessions :-A Preliminary Session, a Regular Winter Session, andTH PRELIINAR SESSION.THE PRELIMINARY SESSION will commence September 16, 1877, and will continue until the opening of the

Regular Winter Session. It will be conducted on the plan of that Session.THE REGULAR WINTER SESSION will commence on the Third of October, 1877, and end about the lst ofThe location of the new College edifice beins immediately opposite the gate of Bellevue Hospital, and a few stepafrom the ferry to Charity Hospit il, Blackwea's Island, the students of the University Medical Collere are enabled toenjoy the advantages afforded by these Hospitals, with the least possible loss of time. The Professors of the practicalchairs are connected with the ospitals, and the University Students ara admitted to ALL THE CLINICS given therein FREEIn addition to the daily Hospital Clinics, there are eight Clinies each week in the College Building. Five DidacticLectures will be given dail iy te College Building, and Evening Recitations will be conducted by the Professors ofCheistry. Practice, Aatomy, Materia Medica, &c., Physiology, Surgery and Obstetrics, upon the subjects of theirTHE SPRING SESSION embraces a period of twelve weeks, beginning in the first week of March, and ending thelast week of May. The daily Clinics, Recitations and Special Practical Courses will be the same as in the Winter Sessionand there wili be Lectures on Special Subjects by the Xembers of the Post-Graduate Faculty.TfE DISSECTING ROOM is open throughout the entire Collegiate year; material is abundant, and is furnishedfree of charge.
STUDENTS WHO HAVE STUDIED TW) YEARS may be admitted to examination in Chemistry, Anatoy andPhysiology, and if successful, will be examined at the expiration oa their fuît course f tudy, on Practice, Materia Medica,and Therapeutics, Surgery and Obstetrics ; but those who prefer it may have all their examinations at the close of theirfull term.

For Course of Lectures .$140 00
Matriculation . * • • $14 00Demonstrator's Fee, including material for dissection- . 10 00Graduation Fee .0 00
Post-Graduate Certificate 30 00

For further particulars and circulars, address the Dean,

Prof. CHAS. INSLEE PARDEE, M.D.,
University Medical College, 410 Eau, 26th St, New York City.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
M 10EDIC:AL. C COLLErE

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F 1877-78.k

HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September [9, 1877,
and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this tern, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing to
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
is not required. Dur ing the Preliminary Tern, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in !recisely the same number ana
order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, October 3, 1877, and end about the [st of March
1878.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, and President of the Faculty.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VANBUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical Surgery.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women andChildren, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of GynæBcology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M,D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M. D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
APLPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D, Prof. of General, Descriptive, and Surgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System and Clinieal Mediine.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES, M. D., Professor of Opthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES, M. D., Professor of Dermatology, and adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of PracticSa Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH M.D,. Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine.

A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didatic teaching. All
the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. Durin the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactic
lectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three tours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.

The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text Books. This term continues from the first of
March to the first of June. During this Session there will be dag' recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps of
examiners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.
Fees for Tickets to ail the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Ter, including Clinical Lectures........... .140 00
M artriculation Fee................................................................................................ 5 00

Denonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection)............ .. .. . .. . .. .... .. .. ................ 10 00
Graduation Fee....................... .......... 80 00

Fees for the Spring Session.

Matriculation icket good for the following Winter).......................................................$ 5 W
Recitations. Cl1nics, and Lectures ..... ............................................................................ 85 00
Disuecting (Ticket good for the following Winter) .................................. .............................. 10 00

Students who have attended two full Winter courses of Lectures may be examined ai the end of their second course jupon
Materia Mjedica, Physiology, A notony, and Chensistry, and, if successful, they will be cxamined at the end of th¢ir third
course upon Practice of Medicne, .Surgery, and Obstetrics only.

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, addres

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR,
Seeretary Bellevue Hospital Medieal Cllege
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguishto cali and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself witn a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BRoWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gavethe name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy everdiScovered.

vr soRoDYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedyever discovered.
CILORODYNE is the best remedy for Conghs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.CrLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acta like a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only specific in Cholera and Dysentery.CHLoRoDYNE effectually euts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Yysteria, Palpitation, and Spasm .
CHLORODYNE la the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Touthache,Meningitils, &c.

Extract from Indian Economist.
"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years sine by ourselves, and corroborated by oursubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne in in many cases of Low Foer immensey superier toQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value oe Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chuorodyne ia petproperly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child thro days old. Were medicalmen but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatmen if two-thirds of the diseuses to whieh children are subject. Its curative power is simply a vnahing. of"Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despath from Her Majestys Consulat Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy o any service was CULORO-DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have neyer met with any medicine s. elea-clous as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthmae, Diarrhoea, and yther diseues, and a-mont perfectly satisfied with the resuits."

From Dr. THoxAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork."I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most effleacicus remedy I ever used, aford-ing relief in violent attaeks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. On. patient i partîcular, who has suffred foryears with periodical attacks of 8pasms of a mont painful nature, and unable to obrain relief from other remedies, such aoopium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horneastle.
"W. have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice 1 tely, and look upon it as an excellent directSedative and Anti-Spasmodie. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause. Itinduces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seemf t posses this great advanage

over ail other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleaant after effects."
From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.

" It is without doubt, the mot valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.CAUTIN.-The extraordinary medical reports on the effeacy of Chlorodyne render it ef vital importance that thepublic should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chioredyne.t
Vice-Chancellor WooD stated that Dr. J. CULLIS BaowNE was undoubtedly the Inventer ef CHLORODYNE: that h.whole story of the Defendant, FEEMANt, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentatienof the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lan;i confirm thi.decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold in Bottles at le lid., 2s 9d.. 4s 6d., eacb. None gemme witbout the word "Dr. J.

COLLIS BI)WNE'S CHLORODYNE" on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming edcal
Testimony accompanies each boule.
SOLE MANUFACTURE-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GRMAT RUSSELL STRMT, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever
discovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy
ever discovered.

CHLORODYNE is the best renedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specific, in Cholera and Dysentery.
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of 'Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache:

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

" We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroberated by our
subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is pet

properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medical
men but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of two-
thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative p.9wer is simply amazing."

" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul
at Manilla, to the effect that Choiera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLORO,
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864. O

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

" I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so effica-
cious as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhea, and other diseases, and ama
most perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THOMAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you te send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-

ing relief in violent attaeke of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for

years with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, such as

opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle.
" We have made pretty extensive use of Chlerodyne in our practice Ltely, and look upon it as an excellent direct

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodie. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause. It

induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advantage

over all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
" It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTIoN.-The extraordinary medical reporte on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that the

publie should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."

Vice-Chancellor WooD stated that Dr. J. COLLis BROwNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the

whole story of the Deferdant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentation

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lani confirm thisedecision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.

Sold in Bottles at le 1½d., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J.
COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Goverrnment Stamp. Overwhelmning Medical

Testirnony accompanies eaeh bottle.

SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVEN\PORT,.33IGREAT RUaELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON,
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EiiFemr et Calcis Phosphatis Co. HORATIO G. KERN,
LA CTO-PHOSPHA TES. 

MNF0~E 5

FORMULA 0F DR. DUSART, 0F PARIS. SURGICAL ANID DENTAL
Compound Elixir of Phsphates and Calisaya, INSTRUMENTS, &O.,A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic. Established 1837.

n an prp rtio mbnoswit a ounHSh rrybsc iber ou d ain remind the Medical and Dental Pro .d ian 2 ngr AroLact-Ph sp h e fom of an agreeable cor- Instruments in al the variou brances.t a uatr hsclbaeo na l 2 g r . L o A l sk a o f L m l i a r na e ha e A s i d o s te nti o te h t h e d e a l s o th e b u s in e s s , w h ic h a n e x p e r i-diac, hlf on . ,and ßfteen dropa of free Phosphoric Acid to unprovements in is.ase bldhmtmke an

tIn cses convlescin from adynamic fevers, in al condi- sUeriuald EacigFrestions of deod, ven n r tos romt tion dif to n e na d ma ys i t h as rgard t erq a y and adaptioîît the purposes for whichxeton, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorot.c ora wmcetishg topucaseInstuet.1b ppeitdblwomen, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and rchilme PRabisheuain ,EA taarDeli andOgadwl-tis acombination of great reliability and efficacy, and PRZiEDtW RDDTreuant be taen o p ratacteperiod without becoming HORATIO G. KERN
hren Strchnine s indcated the officinal solution of the INTERNATIONAL XHIBTIN 74hofa grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a mlabgteAlthLaetmpo mnsadNvlisTh cobn o iun d yspepsia with constipation and headaches. All orders entrusted to hisc r ilb pr m ty a en dTise cofptandai rpapred with great care, and will be main- to.M'CtIscrwilbpomtyaend

t a i n d 0 s t a Ta r p u B . n W rE nL E R , M R E a r e , b . C a t ao g u e s f u r n i s h e d o n a p p l i c a t i o n .SOL D B Y AÂLL D RUGaGISTS. 
Oct.1873. O2NrhitSp.AL

Electro-Medical Instruments
and Batteries.

PL EM M IN C
N o. 8 14 F I BSE RT S TR E ET, P H/ILA D EL P H/IA.

AVING largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
the Iatest improvemeus ou reasonable tenustok wt

ortae avinc Fparatde, and Causte Batteries,' with

Cotats ade for the erection of permnnt tabatteries in

A full supply of Electro-Medical Books lvy usoe
caomune.ton y mail promptly attended to. Send for

GOOD OPENING FOR A PH YSICIAN
A hsiano s a well established practice, worth $3000 a yea

fareie curs aurroung No opoiinFr t caddres an-

$3,000 A YEAR.

sAnÎ" r ntice nA a hentoisos h is Property

terms of payment. * ,oo ayFor address, apply to LANCET Office. -

GEORGE TIEMANN & CO,
F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLSBED 1826. ED. PFARRE.

67 CH AT HA* STREgET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS 0F

2 Awards at centennial Exhibition, 1876.2 First Medals and i H onorable Mention
at nternational Exhibition, Santiago,
Chîi. 1875.

2 Silver Medals and I Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

%¡r Our Catalogue, numnberig42psaiCnann
1575. engravings, ha'ndsomey 'bon page candh cntining

btanedforcot o bidig, 75 cents ; postage 22 cents.

a.

T A L BOT
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]WENRY Af RKORE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
market fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price
quoted includes the bottle. gir Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Apl. 1st, 1877.

Acid,Carbolic.... .......... oz.
Sulph. Ar.........8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan ............ 1

Ammon. Carb.............. lb.
Æther, Nit.............8 oz. bot.

" Sulph..............
S " Co............

Antim. Pot. Tart........... O
Argenti Nit. fus.........
Balsam Copaib.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car.. ............ OZ.
Cerri Oxalas............
Chloral H) rate .........
Chlorodyne .............
Chloroform................ lb.
Cinchon, Sul.. oz.
Ergot, pulv........ ....
Emp. Lyttoe.. ............. b.
Ext. Belladon..............oz.

Colocynth Co.
Gentian ...............
Hyosciam, Ang........ "i
Sarza Co., Ang........ 'd
Nucis Vom..... ....
Taraxacui.... .....

Foi. Buchu...... ......
Senna.................

Gum, Aloes Soc.... . .
. pulv........

Acacia, pulv.......... "i
Glycerine, pure............. lb.
Ferri, Am. Cit.............. oz.

"i et Quin. Cit.......... "i
Citro,phos.. .......

FerrumRedact.. . .
Hydrarg, Chlor....... ..

C Creta..........

4 c
0 20
0 07
0 23
0 25
0 22

33
28

0 os
1 20
0 55
0 20
0 30
0 13
0 15
1 20
0 50
0 15
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
S90

1 10
0 60
0 30
0 12
0 65
0 18
0 15
0 10
0 07

lodine, resub .............. OZ.
Jalapin....... .. .. .. ..... "
Lin. Saponis.. ......... 8 oz. bot.
Liq.Ammon............

Arsenic............
"Bismuth ............ "

Donovan...........
"Opil Sed............. "
"Potassæ.............. "

Mist. Ferri Co.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Morph. Sul. ............... OZ.

" Mur............
01. Crotonis.. ..........

Jecoris Asselli..........lb.
Oiive Opt.............. "

Opium................... OZ.
Powd............ "

Pil. Aloes .... .... .. .. . .. gross.
" " et Ferri...

" "Myr........... "
Assafotid..........
Cath. Co., U. S..
Hydrarg, Mass........ lb.

" Subchlor. Co. gross,
" Rhei. Co..........
" Podophyllin, Co........ "i

Plumbi Acet................ lb.
Potass. Acet.. .........

" Bicarb..........
" Bromid........... "

" Iodid...........
Pulv. Creta Co..........

C Opio..
" Ipecac.. ..........

Co 0.......... . "
"Jalapa.. . .... .... .. "

Quinu Sul.................. oz.

8 C.
0 40
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 40
0 28
1 30
0 17
0 20
4 00
4 00
0 15
0 25
0 30
0 65
0 75
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 85
5 00
0 75
1 00
2 60
2 25
1 50
3 90

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates.
supply of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, 82 ; Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c.

DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
Absolutely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Virus.

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,

Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
famous case of Sponraneo
France, and inaugurated in
Dr. Henry A. Martin, with
from the hand of Prof. Depa
the largest and most perfec

LARGE IVORY "LANCE
10 ................
5 ...............

PRIMARY CRUSTS (S
SELECTED...

All Virus is fully warran
to go with perfect safety b

ccompany each package.
order. Safe delivery of Vir

DR. HENRY A

Rad. Rhei. pulv............ lb.
Santonine ................... Oz.
Sodie Bicarb...... ........... lb

" Potass. Tart.......... "
Spir. Camphor........ .. ... 8 oz. bot.

" Ammon. Co .......... "i
Syr. Aurant................ "i

" Codeia............
Ferri lod.. ............ "i
Strych. Phos. Co ...... "
Hypophos ............ "d
Phosph.Co............ "C
Senegæ ............... "i
Scille ................ "e

Tinct. Aconit ..............
" Arnica................

Calumb...........
Camph. Co.........
Cardam. Co.
Catechu...........
Cinchon Co ..........
Colch. Sem.........

"Digital............. "
Ergot............
Ferri Perchlor..
Gentian Co.........
Hyosciam...........
Iodine ................
Nucis Vom............
Opii..............
Rhei Co..........

" Valer.............
" Verat Vir ............ oz.

Ung. Hyd. Nit ............. ib.
" Zinci.................. "d

Vin. Ipecac... ........ 8 oz. bot.
" Antim ................. "d

$* e
200
1 25
0 14
0 32
0 24
0 25
0 20
0 90
6 40
( 70
0 45
0 40
0 38
0 20
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 200 2'
0 20
0 20
0 20
0 30
0 40
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 45
0'24
0 50
o 30
0 20
0 20
060
0 4
0 30
0 20

Arrangements have been made for a constaat

ESTABLISHED 1886. NEW YORK.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, PHIL., 1876.

For "General Excellence in M.nufacture."
Hl. PL AN T EN & SON.

224 William Street.
GELATINE CAPSULES.

OF ALL KINDS. ALSO,
Empty Capsules (5 Sizes).

New Preparations added continually. Samples and Price-Lists seat
on application.

us 'ow-ox Rt Beaugency, in
America in September, 1870, by

virus and autograph instructions
ul. Our establishment ie by far A MONTELY JOURNAL OP
tin theworld. MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
T" POINTS, PACKAGES OF CRITICISM AND NEWS.
................... $2.00.
.................... 1.00. The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest

and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.
CABS), MOST CAREFULLY sued promptly on the lst of each month.................... $5.00.

ted efficient. It will be packed Subscription $3 per annum in adyane. Single
y mail. Full directions for use copies 30 cents, for Sale by

Remittances must accompany WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.us insured. Office at Dudley & Burns, Printers, Colborne Btret
Rear Canadian Bank of Commerce.

MARTIN & SON, Ail Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON, M.D.,

Boston Highlands, Mass. Manager, Toronto.

î
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DE. DE JONGH'S
(KNIGHT OF THE LEGION OF HONOUR-FRANCE; KNIGHT OF THE ORDER OF LEOPOLD-BELGIITM.)

LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.

Sir HENRY MARSH, Bart., M.D., T.C.D.,
Physician in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireand.

'fI have frequently prescribed Da. DE JoNGH's Light-
Brown Cod Liver Oil. I consider it to be a very pure Oil,
not likely to create disgust, and a therapeutic agent of
great value."

Dr. JONATIHAN PEREIRA, F.R.S.,
Author o " The ElemIncts of 3/cria Medica and

Therapeutics."
"It was fitting that the author of the best analysis and

investigations into tI e properties of Cod Liver Oil should
himself be the purveyor of this important medicine. I
know that no one can be better, and few so well, acquainted
wiht the physical and chenical properties of this medicine
as yourself, wohon J regard a the higheyt authority on the
msbject. The Oil is of the very finest quality, whether con-
sidered with referegce to its colour, flavour, or chemical pro-
pertios ; and I am satisfied that for medicinal purposes no
finer Oil can be procured."

Dr. EDWARD SMITH, F.R.S.,
Medical Olcer to the Poor-Law Board of Great Briain.
"We think it a great advantage that there is one kind of

Cod Liver Oil which is universally admitted to be genuine-
the Light-Brown Oil supplied by Dr. DE JoNGH. It bas long
been our practice, when prescribing the Oil, to recommend
this kind, since, amidst so much variety and uncertainty,
we have confidence in its genuineness."

Dr. BARLOW,
Senior Physician to Guv's Ilospital.

" I have frequently recommended persons consulting me
to make use of Da. DE JoNs's Cod Liver Oil. I have been
well satisfied with its effects, and believe it to be a very pure
Oil, well fitted for those cases in which the use of that sub-
stance is indicated."

Dr. PROSSER JAMES,
Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics ai the

London IHospital.

"I have always recognized your treatise on Cod Liver Oil
as the best oni the subjeet, and adopted its conclusion ,as to
the superiority of the Light-Brown over 'the Pale Oil. I
have the less hesitation in expressing myself in this sens-
since I an only endorsing the opinion sent to you more
than twenty years ago by Dr. Pereira, my illustrions pre-
decessor in the chair of Materia Medica at the London
Hospital. 1

Sir. G. DUNCAN GIBB, Liart., M.D., LLD.,
Physician and Lecturer on Forensic Medicine,

Westminster Hospital.
"The experience of many years bas abundantly proved

the truth of every word said in favor of Dr. DE JoNGH's
Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil by many of our first Physicians
aid Chemiste, thus stamping him as a high authority and an
able Chemist whose investigations have remained unques-
tioned."

Dr. LETHEBY,
Miedical Offcer of Health and Chief Analyst to the City of

London.
"In all cases I have found Dr. DE JoNGi's Light-Brown

Cod Liver Oil possessing the same set of properties, among
which the presence of choleic compounds, and of iodine in a
state of organic combination, are the most remarkable. It
is, I believe, universally acknowledged that this Oil has
great therapeutic power; and, from my investigations, 1
have no doubt of its being a pure and unadulterated article."

Dr. LANKESTER, F.R.S.,
Coroner for Central Mslalesex.

"I consider that the purity and genuineness of this Oil
are secured in its preparation by the personal attention of
so good a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. DE
JONGH. He has also written the best Medical Treatise on
the Oil, with which I am acquainted. Hence I deem the
Cod Liver Oil s old under his guarantee to be preferable to
any other kind as regarda genuineness and medicinal efficacy."

Dr. BANKS,
King's Professor oftthe Practice of Physic at the

University oj Dublin.

" I have in the co.urse of my practice extensively employed
Dr. DE JONGH's Ligbt-Brown Cod Liver Oil, and I have no
hesitatien in stating that I consider it the best of all the
specimens of Oil which have ever come under my notice.
The fact of so able and accurate an observer as Dr. DE
JONGH subjecting the Oil to careful analysis previous to its
exposure for sale, is' a sufficient guarantee of its purity and
excellence."

Dr. EDGAR SHEPPARD,
Professor of Psychological Medicine, King's College London.

" Dr. Sheppard bas made extensive use of Dr. DE JONGH's
Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, and bas great pleasure in testi-
fying to its uperiority over every other preparation to be
met with in this country. It bas the rare excellence of being
well borne and assimilated by stomacha which reject the
ordinary Oils."

DR. DE JONCH'S LICHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
Io supplied ONLY In IMPERIAL Hall-Pinta, Pints and Quarts, which ane uaed with BET' Patent Metaflt CapsulesImpressed on the top with DR. DE JOBGRIS stamp, and on the aide Vith hic Signature, and which are labesled

undcer the Pinkr Wrapper with hie Stamp and Signature, and the 8ignature of bis Sole Consignees.
WITHOUT THESE MARKS NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUINE.

Sold by all Respectable Chtemnists and Druggi8ts throughout the World.

SOLE CONSICNEES
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., 77, STRAND, LONDO N.
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